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7Writing of the introduction for YUCOM’s annual re-

port, as well as the introduction to the text which 
presents the overview of the status of human rights in 
the year behind us, is placed in the context of the situ-
ation in the media and TV programs which were can-
celled during previous year, and which have left the 
mark on the media scene in Serbia. Thus, the ability 
of the journalists to open certain topics without pres-
sure has decreased, which has lead to narrowing of 
the space for dialogue, and the journalists who used 
to direct first political or less political steps of many 
of us, were removed from the scene. We often did 
not agree with them, but we had discussions, polem-
ics, corrected our own or other’s opinions. Therefore, 
we could use the concept of the television program 
Impression of the week (Ustisak nedelje) in order to 
present our activities from the previous year as the 
impressions of the year in the field of human rights.

We provide the overview of the status of human 
rights and report on the work of YUCOM, the orga-
nization which has been providing free legal aid for 
eighteen years, and has been addressed by more 
than six hounded citizens, with the request for solu-
tion of the problems they were facing, and to termi-
nate or prevent breach of human rights.

Discrimination, domestic violence, failure to pay ali-
mony, hate crimes, trails outside any, including reason-
able time, are just some of the topics we have covered, 
as well as represented the parties before the courts 
and other state authorities including the Constitutional 
Court and the European Court of Human Rights.

Last year, there was a visible increase in the number 
of citizens who addressed us due to breaches of eco-

ord
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nomic and social rights, which leads to the conclu-
sion than lengthy economic crisis shifted the focus for 
breach of rights to vulnerable categories of citizens.

We paid special attention to migrant crisis, which 
definitely marked the previous year and we faced the 
new challenges, analyses and forecasts of the future 
disturbances in all the countries on the migrant route.

We monitor the work of courts and prosecutors’ offices 
through monitoring of trials for corruption, war crimes 
and other matters related with human rights, and they 
provide enough data for us to have arguments for our 
opinions and take part in judicial reform, by support-
ing professional associations of prosecutors, judges 
and judicial assistants, attorneys etc.

We also monitored direct elections for the State 
Prosecutors’ Council and elections for the High 
Court Council held at the end of 2015. Judges and 
prosecutors presented their programs, announced 
the initiatives and finally cast the ballots in voting 
boxes throughout Serbia.

We expect from the new memberships of the State 
Prosecutors’ Council and the High Court Council to 
fight for independence and encourage reform of ju-
diciary, without major disturbances, and with con-
sciousness that only though personal example and 
integrity the current situation could be changed. 
The laws are here to direct our path, but the goal of 
those who implement them is to give them life, to 
color both reality and practice.

We analyzed new legal mechanisms, often had dis-
cussions with our colleagues prosecutors, judges, le-
gal experts. We wrote analyses of the laws, proposed 
amendments to the laws, and analyzed the practice. 
We paid special attention to the Law on Public As-
sembly, where we analyzed the drafts, practice, and 
ban of assemblies. We represented those who had 
misdemeanor proceedings initiated against them, 
and these persons were mostly members of non-
governmental organizations.

The attorneys of YUCOM also represented the citi-
zens in the cases where their legal capacity was re-
voked, where we had precedents in the legal system 
which is not based on precedents. Upon our initia-
tive, the European Court of Human Rights issued 
the injunction ordering suspension of eviction from 
informal settlements. We protected those who were 
in vulnerable situations, but we also assisted pub-
lic authorities, local self-governments, and the City 
of Belgrade in establishing of the system which re-
spects human rights.

We worked on improving of our knowledge, but we 
also taught the others. We sent some of YUCOM’s close 
associates to master studies abroad or closely moni-
tored their preparation of master theses in Serbia. We 
also celebrated doctorate degrees and the ability to 
handle increased number of cases and activities.

It is not possible to write the introduction about 
year 2015 without mentioning of European inte-
grations. The European Union is not a new hope 
for the country which exited socialism, workers’ 
self-management, turmoil and wars. We see it as a 
chance for the entire region to analyze everything 
the state does for the citizens, capacity building for 
compliance with high standards of human rights 
and improvement of all segments of life, from just 
satisfaction for work, to environmental protection 
and quality of food. We expect opening of Chapters 
23 and 24 in the upcoming months, so we will dedi-
cate substantial amount our time to analysis and 
improvement of judicial performance, fundamental 
rights and fight against corruption.

The issue of how to present and describe the chang-
es on the path towards the EU to those who will be 
affected the most, the citizens, remains open. We 
provide responses in the media, in direct contact 
with the citizens, as well as by addressing the Na-
tional Assembly and other institutions.

We had active dialogue with the representatives of 
the state, Prime Minister, National Assembly, local 
self-governments etc. We provided our proposals, 
and in specific cases we had objections and empha-
sized observed irregularities.
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We supported independent institutions, as our clos-
est allies in the fight for the rights of citizens, and we 
exchanged experiences and we dedicated one seg-
ment of this report to that cooperation.

We mostly focused on the use of social media be-
cause that is how we address young people. Some-
times, a message fits into 140 characters, and some-
times we need much more. Human rights can hardly 
fit into such a small number of characters, but the 
message is clear – we need allies and young people 
who understand the value of human rights.

Since there have been more frequent articles in the 
media about non-governmental organizations as 
foreign agents, and partially as traitors, which re-
sembles the rhetoric of the 1990s, reading of this 
report might help you break the stereotypes about 
us and get objective insight in our activities. We are 
open for all comments and criticism, but also for 
praise, of course, if it is sincere.

Finally, since YUCOM has turned eighteen and suc-
cessfully overcome all the pressures from the past, 
we cannot help but remember those who contrib-
uted to us becoming what we are today. Primarily, 
Biljana Kovacevic – Vuco, who founded YUCOM and 
motivated all of us to protect human rights. There 
is a long list of lawyers, attorneys and renowned 
experts in other professions who have been a part 
of YUCOM and have left, if I may use this common 
phrase, an indelible mark.

Milan Antonijević
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During 2015, the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights – YUCOM continued with provision of free 
legal aid to the citizens whose human rights were 
threatened. Legal aid was provided in more than 
600 cases, mostly in the form of legal advice (55% 
cases) and provisions of information (18.38% cases). 
In approximately 15% cases, legal aid was provided 
in preparation of filings and urgencies. In certain 
number of cases (9%), our legal team undertook 
representation of legal aid seekers before national 
authorities – courts, administrative authorities or 
the Constitutional Court, as well as the European 
Court of Human Rights.

Compared to the persons who apply for free legal 
aid, persons from the category “general public” 
(53%) still dominate. The following vulnerable social 
groups addressed as: persons with disabilities (10% 
cases), seekers of social welfare (9%), the Roma 
(9%), but also LGBT persons, national minorities, 
displaced persons deprived of freedom, as well as 
human rights defenders. There is a new category 
this year – migrants, i.e. asylum seekers in Serbia. It 
is not uncommon for certain individuals to appear in 
several social categories, for example, persons with 
disabilities or the Roma are often also the seekers 
of social welfare, which shows multiple exposure of 
these citizens and inadequate systemic response to 
the needs of these social groups.

Seekers of social welfare are mostly equally divided 
by gender, and in respect of age groups, the biggest 
group are the citizens who belong to the age group 
of 45–65 years of age.



In respect of threatened human rights, most per-
sons who complained had their right to a fair trial 
and right to trial within reasonable time breached 
(35%), as well as right to work (20%), right to social 
welfare (18%), right to peaceful enjoyment of prop-
erty (10%), rights of a child (7%), right to good ad-
ministration, right to privacy and family life, right to 
medical care and breach of the ban of discrimination 
(10%). It is obvious that certain systemic problems 
have reoccurred for years. The Law on Protection of 
the Right to Trial within Reasonable Time came into 
force on January 1, 2016, with ambition to change 
certain things in this filed. We will see if 2016 will 
bring some actual changes.

The following are still in the focus of legal aid, primar-
ily, labor law (25%), followed by criminal (23%) and 
family law (20%). Great number of cases is related to 
the field of administrative law (17%) and law on con-
tracts and torts (11%), while the other cases are re-
lated with inheritance and property rights (4%).

In regards to specific instances of provisions of legal 
aid, citizens most frequently address YUCOM due to 
domestic violence and failure to pay alimony, as well 
as instances of mobbing and hate crime. As of this 
year, there is new category of whistleblowers, pursu-
ant to the Law on the Protection of Whistleblowers 
which came into force on 2015. The fact that the cas-
es of failure to pay alimony and domestic violence 
prevail emphasizes particularly vulnerable position 
of women and children in our legal system.

During 2015, Serbia did not succeed in adopting of 
the Law on Free Legal Aid, despite the fact that the 
right to legal aid has been guaranteed by the Con-
stitution of the Republic of Serbia as of 2006 and 
the extreme need to define provision of legal aid by 
law and provide it to the most vulnerable groups of 
citizens. For that reason, numerous citizens contact 
YUCOM seeking advice or information, since due to 
lack of financial means they do not have anyone 
else to address in order to exercise their rights. Le-
gal team of YUCOM has often met the needs of these 
seekers of legal aid, but this is one type of ad hoc 
solution while waiting for a suitable law pursuant to 

which the state would take over social function re-
lated to citizens and enable legal aid to the poorest 
and most vulnerable citizens.

YUCOM’s legal team currently consists of eight law-
yers: three attorneys at law and five law school 
graduates. We have tried to respond to all requests 
for free legal aid and all the questions sent to us by 
the citizens, by electronic mail, and by telephone, 
and all other means of communication (facebook, 
twitter etc.). In case you or someone you know has 
a problem and you believe his/her human rights are 
threatened due to it, you can contact us at our tele-
phone 0 700 400 700 on working days from 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., or e-mail office@yucom.org.rs and talk 
with one of our lawyers. If needed, our legal team 
will request to review documentation and after con-
sultations you will receive a response or requested 
information.
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02
Right 
to legal 
capacity

Position of persons 
with disabilities
”Legal capacity is more than the act of 
making a decision. It gives human beings 
meaning. Our lifestyle choices are part of 
who we are. Several human rights have 
been established in order to protect indi-
viduals from undue interference in making 
life choices, such as, for example, freedom 
of religion, thought and conscience, the 
right to marry and establish a family and 
the right to respect for private and family 
life. Without legal capacity, many, if not 
all of these rights become meaningless. 
What is the point of having a right to mar-
riage and family if someone else, who is 
your guardian, has the sole right to make 
legally valid decisions in this area?”
Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, 2012

Legal capacity is the right of persons to indepen-
dently make decisions on their own life and thus 
be active and equal members of society and par-
ticipants in the legal system. Legal capacity is a key 
prerequisite for exercising of all the rights and has 
great importance for each one of us. More specifi-
cally, it includes the ability to make independent de-



cisions about education, employment, healthcare 
treatment, where a person will live and with whom, 
marital status and having children, right to own and 
dispose of property, voting right and right to be a 
member of a certain party, right to volunteer etc.

Thus, a person with full legal capacity independent-
ly – by own expressions of will, takes over certain 
rights and obligations, i.e. engages in legal relations. 
On the other hand, persons whose legal capacity is 
limited or revoked cannot make decisions indepen-
dently, entirely or partially, depending whether their 
legal capacity was entirely or partially revoked. They 
are appointed guardian who decides on their behalf 
about life decisions. Pursuant to the Family Law of 
the Republic of Serbia, the obligations of guardian 
include: care of a protégé, care of the person, rep-
resentation of a protégé, acquiring financial means 
for life of a protégé, management and disposal of 
protégé’s property. In practice, guardian often does 
not have access to everyday life of a protégé, so this 
obligation is fulfilled only formally, by submission 
of periodical routine reports, without individual ap-
proach according to certain situation the beneficiary 
is in. This approach is contrary to the Convention 
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities1, which 
stipulates in Article 12 the obligation of the State 
Parties to secure necessary support in recognition 
of legal capacity of persons with disability, fully in 
compliance with the rights, will and priorities of the 
relevant person. Support in the process of decision 
making includes respect of real will of the persons, 
instead of their presumed best interest.

According to the regulations of the Republic of Ser-
bia, as well as most other countries, legal capacity is 
obtained upon coming of age2, with specific, legally 
prescribed exceptions. Namely, in accordance with 
the Family Law of the Republic of Serbia, an adult 
may be deprived of legal capacity, in the statutory 
procedure, if due to a disease or disorder in physical 
development he/she is not capable of normal judg-
ment, and therefore is not capable of protecting his/
her own rights and interests (full deprivation), or if, 
for the same reasons, he/she directly endangers his/
her or other people’s rights and interests (partial de-

privation of legal capacity).3 Full deprivation of legal 
capacity of an adult is equated with younger minors 
(persons under 14), while partial deprivation with 
older juveniles (persons between 14 and 18).

Article 37 of the Constitution of the Republic of Ser-
bia stipulates that every person attains the capabil-
ity of deciding independently on their rights and 
obligations upon coming of age. On the other hand, 
Article 20 of the Constitution stipulates that human 
and minority rights may be restricted by the law if 
the Constitution permits such restriction and for the 
purpose allowed by the Constitution, to the extent 
necessary to meet the constitutional purpose of 
restriction in a democratic society and without en-
croaching upon the substance of the relevant guar-
anteed right.4 However, the RS Constitution does 
not provide for the possibility to limit legal capacity, 
and therefore it is reasonable to question the basis 
for depriving adults in Serbia of their legal capacity 
and amending applicable laws governing this area.

Raising awareness of the unequal treatment of per-
sons deprived of legal capacity gradually influenced 
the reform of existing legal mechanisms that regu-
lated this area, which was significantly supported 
through the efforts and activities of citizens’ asso-
ciations, particularly associations of persons with 
disabilities, who exerted pressure on lawmakers to 
reform the already outdated system in which the 
rights of persons were deprived solely on the basis 
of disability. For example, several training courses 
for higher court judges from cities across Serbia 
were organized in 2015 by the Mental Disability 
Rights Initiative of Serbia MDRI-S and the Commis-
sioner for Protection of Equality. Attorneys of the 
Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights were invited 
to participate and present concrete suggestions and 
conclusions that had been reached during their rep-
resentation in these cases. The theme of the train-
ing course was “Legal capacity as a precondition 
of equality before the law for persons with disabili-
ties”, and its primary objective was the exchange of 
experiences among judges dealing with processes 
related to legal capacity, raising awareness of inter-
national standards in this area that are binding for 

1. Law on ratification of the Con-
vention on the Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities, “Official Ga-
zette of the RS” – International 
treaties no. 42/2009 of May 29, 
2009

2. The Constitution of the Republic 
of Serbia, “Official Gazette of 
the RS”, no. 98/2006, Article 
37, paragraph 2 of the

3. Family Law of the RS, “Official 
Gazette of the RS”, no. 18/2005, 

72/2011 - state law and 6/2015

4. The Constitution of the RS, “Of-
ficial Gazette of the RS”, no. 
98/2006
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5. “Official Gazette of the RS”, 
no. 33/06

6. “Official Gazette of the RS”, 
no. 22/09

7. UN General Assembly Resolution 
no. 37/52 of 12/03/1982

our country and empowering judges to implement 
these standards and international documents that 
conform to the needs of persons with disabilities. 
During the training course, focus was put on the 
negative and outdated practice of institutions con-
ducting legal capacity-related procedures, while the 
importance of the European Court of Human Rights 
was highlighted through concrete examples.

The position of persons with disabilities in Serbia 
is regulated by numerous laws and regulations, 
primarily, the Law on Prevention of Discrimination 
against Persons with Disabilities5 and the Law on the 
Prohibition of Discrimination.6 Most other laws also 
contain at least one provision which refers to a cer-
tain right of persons with disabilities.

In addition to national legislation, the position of per-
sons with disabilities is regulated by international con-
ventions ratified by Serbia, thus making them a part 
of domestic law and as such directly applicable. The 
most important international document in this field 
is the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Dis-
abilities, which Serbia, as one of the first signatories, 
ratified in May 2009. By ratifying this Convention, Ser-
bia committed itself to ensure the full exercise of all 
human rights and fundamental freedoms of persons 
with disabilities, and to take all appropriate measures, 
including legislative, to modify or abolish existing laws, 
regulations, customs and practices that constitute dis-
crimination against persons with disabilities.

Serbia also ratified the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Free-
doms; the International Covenant on Civil and Politi-
cal Rights; International Covenant on Economic and 
Social Rights; Convention on the Rights of the Child; 
and the UN Convention against Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punish-
ment. Furthermore, a note should also be made of the 
World Programme of Action concerning Persons with 
Disabilities7, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 
1982, as well as the Standard Rules on the Equalization 
of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities, which 
was also adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1993.

Among regional and European documents, particu-
larly important is the revised European Social Char-
ter, which guarantees people with disabilities the 
right to independence, social integration and inclu-
sion in the community.

However, a large number of persons with disabilities 
are still deprived of legal capacity. Despite some re-
forms of the legislative framework, practice in this 
area is rigid and outdated. As a result, these individ-
uals are often at a disadvantage in the enjoyment of 
their rights. Subsequent efforts to correct mistakes 
rarely result in success. The Family Law of the RS 
also prescribes the possibility of reinstating legal ca-
pacity, and that is possible if the reasons for which 
the person was fully or partially deprived of legal ca-
pacity cease to exist. According to information avail-
able to associations of persons with disabilities and 
non-governmental organizations dealing with this 
issue, the number of procedures completed with a 
positive decision is marginal, amounting to one or 
two cases per year. Namely, this is not a surprising 
fact, given that these persons are deprived of legal 
capacity mostly due to certain types of disabilities, 
so it is impossible for the “reason to cease existing.” 
This standard is obsolete and unsustainable and 
needs to be changed in terms of providing adequate 
support and assistance to these persons, instead of 
depriving them of legal capacity.

Recent amendments to the Law on Extra-judicial 
Proceedings (May 2014) also established the obliga-
tion of revising a decision within a period not lon-
ger than three years from the date of its adoption. 
This change is certainly a positive development in 
domestic legislation, given that earlier there was 
no obligation to review decisions which led to the 
deprivation of legal capacity. For now, there is no 
official data on how many proceedings were initi-
ated, or how many of them were concluded with 
the adoption of a positive decision. However, as the 
judicial review procedure requires the same condi-
tions as with the reinstatement of legal capacity, one 
cannot expect a significant result.
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8. A case from the practice of YU-
COM, review of reasons for dep-
rivation of legal capacity B.T, 
2015

9. ECtHR, Hiro Balani v Spain, De-
cember 9, 1994, § 28

10. A case from the practice of YU-
COM, procedure for reinstatement 
of legal capacity Z.N, 2015

The procedure for deprivation of legal capacity 
is usually initiated by the Center for Social Work, 
which persons approach with requests for social as-
sistance. Additionally, this procedure is frequently 
initiated by a person or family members under the 
wrong conviction that in this way the person con-
cerned shall have the opportunity to receive certain 
financial or other assistance.

At the initiative of the authorized proposer, proceed-
ings are conducted before the court ex officio. It is 
important to note that the initial act itself – a pro-
posal for deprivation, is usually flawed because it 
does not contain requirements that the Family Law 
stipulates as mandatory, but merely demands depri-
vation stating that the person has some kind of dis-
ability. The document presented below is typical of 
a proposal, which, unfortunately, as such, is accept-
able to the court and used to initiate proceedings.

What is also controversial in these proceedings is the 
fact that after initiation of the procedure, an individ-
ual is assigned a guardian, who usually works in one 
of the centers for social work. This leads to an absurd 
situation – the Center for Social Work appears before 
the court on behalf of the proposer, while an em-
ployee of the center appears on behalf of the oppos-
ing party. The dual role of the guardianship author-
ity clearly indicates the inadequate representation of 
persons against whom the proceedings are conduct-
ed. Guardians almost never contest allegations in the 
proposal, they have no contact with the respective 
person nor do they have information about his/her 
life activities and needs; they do not file objections to 
the findings of experts and generally have only a for-
mal and passive role in these proceedings.

The problem is that the court often does not even 
hear out the person against whom the proceed-
ings are conducted, justifying that the expert opin-
ion states that “it is a difficult disease with serious 
consequences and that it should not be expected 
to improve or be cured using any therapeutic meth-
ods ... That is why the respondent is not capable 
of being questioned by the court without negative 
consequences for his/her health, nor can the infor-
mation acquired be considered valid for the court.”8 
The position taken by the European Court of Human 

Rights concerning the questioning of persons before 
a court should be highlighted: “The rationale of the 
court decision may be perceived as an element of the 
right to be heard. The court decision’s rationale shows 
whether the Court listened to the arguments of the 
parties and considered the presented evidence with 
all due attention. In the event that the Court does not 
take a stance in relation to evidence proposed by a 
party, it remains unclear whether it is an omission or 
position demanding rejection of the proposal.“9

The characteristic of this procedure is mandatory ex-
pert examination of persons whose legal capacity is 
under question, by at least two experts of appropri-
ate specialization, which should be conducted in the 
presence of a judge. However, it often happens that 
the review is never held and that instead the find-
ings and opinions are reached only on the basis of 
medical documentation, which can be dated several 
years back. Ignoring the fact that an expert witness 
is an associate of the court, who through his expert 
findings and opinion assists the court in establish-
ing the truth by presenting expert testimony on the 
matter impartially, professionally, in a clear and un-
derstandable manner, expert witnesses often easily 
recognize that the “new psychological and psychiat-
ric assessment of the proposer would not give sig-
nificantly different assessment results regarding the 
respective person’s personality ...”10

However, even when the person undergoes ex-
amination, the judge is usually not present. 
Furthermore, the findings and opinions of expert wit-
nesses are routinely prepared in practice, in a similar 
fashion, but also based on the view that disability is 
in itself sufficient to deprive or reinstate a person’s 
legal capacity. The analysis of these findings and 
opinions show that there is no significant difference 
between these proceedings, namely that they are not 
individualized according to a person’s state, but in-
stead include testimonies of general character.

During the proceedings before the court, when pro-
viding an explanation that a person was diagnosed 
with a certain type of disability, the expert witnesses 
rarely provide a response to the question if there is 
another, cumulatively requested condition for depri-
vation of legal capacity – whether the actions of the 
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petitioner, or the opposing party directly jeopardize 
his own rights and interests or rights and interests 
of other persons, meaning whether he is capable to 
take care of himself and of his rights and interests.

Expert witnesses go beyond the limits of medical 
profession and start solving legal issues. It should 
be noted that this is contrary to Article 259 of the 
Law on Civil Procedure which stipulates that the 
court “shall take evidence from an expert witness if 
establishing or clarification of some fact requires an 
expertise that the court does not possess”.

Also, in expert witnesses’ findings and opinion it is 
often stated that “the petitioner is not fully capable 
of normal judgment and is not able to take care of 
his rights and interests completely on its own, which 
means that there is an elevated risk that he might 
put in jeopardy his rights and interests or rights and 
interests of other persons, by his actions”.

On the other hand, courts fully accept these findings 
and do not perform further analysis whether the con-
ditions for deprivation of legal capacity prescribed by 
law exist or do not exist, completely ignoring the fact 
that this way, by rendering decisions unadvisedly, 
they decide about issues crucial for someone’s life.

Contrary to Article 147 of the Family Law of the RS, 
which prescribes as a requirement for partial depriva-
tion of legal capacity that “a person with his actions 
directly puts in jeopardy his own rights and interests 
or rights and interests of the others”, the court estab-
lishes its decision on explanation of an expert witness 
that there is “an elevated risk that actions of a cer-
tain person could jeopardize his rights and interests or 
rights and interests of other persons”.11

In cases led by YUCOM in this field, it is insisted 
on compliance with the European Court of Human 
Rights case-law. In various judgments, this Court 
pointed at deficiencies in practice of many coun-
tries, including Serbia, which refer to described ir-
regularities: exclusion of a petitioner/person against 
whom the proceedings are initiated from the hear-
ing, which disables him from filing a complaint 
about the findings and opinion of an expert witness; 
inefficient representation by social workers; exclu-

sion of person from the proceedings with an expla-
nation that his attendance would not have purpose, 
without providing adequate additional explanation, 
etc. Also, the Court repeated that “if the limitation of 
fundamental rights refers to social groups which were 
subject to discrimination in the past, such as persons 
with mental disability, then margin of appreciation 
of the state should be narrowed and there should be 
substantial reasons for limitations”.12

One of the potential consequences of deprivation of 
legal capacity is placement in some of the social pro-
tection institutions – social care institution for children, 
social care institution for the elderly and pension-
ers, social care institutions for permanently disabled 
adults, social care institutions for children and youth 
with difficulties in mental development. This solution 
is also not in line with the spirit of Article 19 of the 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 
which stipulates right to be included in the community:

States Parties to this Convention recognize the 
equal right of all persons with disabilities to live in 
the community, with choices equal to others, and 
shall take effective and appropriate measures to fa-
cilitate full enjoyment by persons with disabilities of 
this right and their full inclusion and participation in 
the community, including by ensuring that:

a/  Persons with disabilities have the opportunity to 
choose their place of residence and where and with 
whom they live on an equal basis with others and are 
not obliged to live in a particular living arrangement;

b/  Persons with disabilities have access to a range of 
in-home, residential and other community support 
services, including personal assistance necessary to 
support living and inclusion in the community, and to 
prevent isolation or segregation from the community;

c/  Community services and facilities for the general 
population are available on an equal basis to persons 
with disabilities and are responsive to their needs.

Placement in an institution is based on an assump-
tion that the person in case shall be provided with 
the best quality of care. However, this concept is, as 
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it has been shown, inefficient and leaves negative 
consequences not only for an individual, but for the 
society as a whole. Besides the fact that it requires 
substantial funds, the experience shows that seg-
regation of persons with disabilities to large social 
care institutions is decreasing their right to educa-
tion, employment, adequate healthcare, etc. For 
that reason, great efforts have been invested lately 
to adopt the policy of living in a community and to 
carry out reform of the social protection system in 
the direction of deinstitutionalization.

Deinstitutionalization means equal participation 
policy and inclusion of PWD in the society, which re-
quires a set of activities and fundamental changes 
in the society. Besides abolishing large residential 
institutions for PWD, it is necessary to provide al-
ternative models, such as foster family or adoption 
(when it comes to children) or professional training/
development and housing with support, when it 
comes to adults. It is of exceptional importance that 
there is professional staff which would provide sup-
port to persons with disabilities in decision-making 
process, but also cooperate with their families, offer-
ing them additional training.

State should also demonstrate real intention in en-
forcement of these policies, by redirecting budget-
ary means which are invested in reconstruction of 
old or building new institutions of the “outdated 
model” to establishment of new aforementioned al-
ternative models.

Unfortunately, current situation in Serbia is still far 
from this policy. Recent statement of the Minister 
of Labor, Employment, Veteran and Social Affairs, 
Aleksandar Vulin, which was strongly condemned in 
a joint press release of group of non-governmental 
organizations and refers to investment in institu-
tions, is devastating. Namely, speaking of plans of 
this Ministry, he stated that in 2016, the State would 
invest 700 million dinars in social care institutions, 
which was the highest amount in the history of this 
Ministry.13 This attitude of the competent Ministry, 
and the State, is contrary to the Convention, and the 
principle of deinstitutionalization, social inclusion 
and equal participation of PWD. Realization of this 

plan would be a big step back in inclusion of per-
sons with disabilities in the society, and therefore 
it would be necessary to review it and harmonize it 
with adopted standards in this field. We are remind-
ing that Serbia expressed its commitment to harmo-
nize legal framework in this field with international 
standards and principles of the Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, in order to enable 
to the fullest extent respect for basic human rights 
of PWD, as most commonly marginalized and stig-
matized social group.

Lastly, we will mention the fact that today in Serbia 
there are almost 80,000 persons with some type of 
disability, who are usually discriminated against at 
work and employment, and also when exercising 
their right to healthcare.



03
Selected 
cases of 
representation

Case of G.M.
- hate crime

At two occasions during 2015, G.M. was a victim of 
physical assaults which were undoubtedly caused 
by his assumed sexual orientation and left serious 
consequences on his psychological and physical 
health. The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights 
was included in this case from the very beginning. 
We reported the first assault and within several 
weeks we were pleasantly surprised by quick and 
efficient reaction of the Ministry of Interior, which 
identified the perpetrators of this criminal act and, 
in consultations with the First Public Prosecutor’s 
Office, the criminal complaint was raised.

However, in October 2015, G.M. received the notice 
form the First Public Prosecutor’s Office that the 
criminal complaint against one of his attackers was 
dismissed, because he had complied with the order 
of the prosecutor. This is a principle of opportunity, 
based on which in certain cases, for certain criminal 
offences punishable by up to 5 years of prison or pecu-
niary fine, it is possible to postpone criminal prosecu-
tion in case a suspect accepts one of legally imposed 
obligations. In case that obligation is performed by a 
suspect, criminal prosecution is suspended.

The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
filed a constitutional appeal against such a decision 
of the Prosecutor’s Office starting from a standpoint 
that criminal offences with the element of hate due 
to assumed or real belonging to race, religion, na-
tional or ethnic group, gender, sexual orientation 
or gender identity of a certain individual, are par-
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ticularly sensitive criminal offences where the object 
of protection is not only an individual but the society 
as a whole. We think that all state authorities are un-
der obligation to comply with the principle of public 
interest when making decisions and the Prosecutor’s 
Office does not have authority to make arbitrary deci-
sions which perpetrators of criminal offences should 
be prosecuted, and which should not. Broader social 
context in which the criminal offence was commit-
ted should be taken into consideration, considering, 
primarily, the element of violence and consequences 
that criminal offences has on the entire society, and 
not only one vulnerable individual. Furthermore, prac-
tice of international institutions working on protection 
of human rights should be taken into consideration, 
such as those of the European Court of Human Rights 
in Strasbourg. The constitutional appeal was filed in 
November 2015 and we are anxious to receive the re-

sponse of the Constitutional Court.

Case of D.B. 
- hate crime

In September 2015, LGBT activist D.B. was attacked 
in a coffee shop in Belgrade while sitting with her 
friends. Two unknown young men attacked them, 
and one of them, with the hood on his head, ran into 
a coffee shop, attacked the girls shouting: ”Lesbi-
ans!”, throwing a chair at them. After the first attack, 
another attacker, who sat in the coffee shop the en-
tire time, approached the girls and started hitting 
them while using homophobic vocabulary. A wait-
ress ran to help the girls, and protected one of the 
girls with her own body, and locked the other two in 
the restroom. Two out of four girls had minor body 
injuries, and all attacked girls were in extremely dif-
ficult psychological condition during the attack.

Although the police came to the location right away 
and undertook all required investigation actions, five 
months after stated event, at the moment annual re-
port of YUCOM is prepared, the investigation has not 
had any progress due to lack of evidence i.e. witness-
es. Out of 40 people who were in the coffee shop on 
the critical evening, no one wanted to testify, and the 
police have not succeeded in identifying anyone.

Hate crime caused by someone’s sexual orientation 
is a specific criminal offence where there is a threat 
not only to an individual, a member of a vulnerable 
group, but the entire society which is exposed to 
this crime, since there are very frequent attacks mo-
tivated by hate due to assumed characteristics such 
as sexual orientation. Everyone may be a victim of 
hate crime, regardless of the fact whether someone 
has certain characteristic or not.

We would like to reach out to the citizens and the 
prosecutor’s office to take special part in processing 
of criminal offences which are clearly motivated by 
hate due to someone’s race or religion, nationality or 
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation or gender identi-
ty, having in mind the gravity these criminal offences 
have on the victims, and the society as a whole.

Case of I.S.
– domestic violence and hate 
crime

After many years of psychological and physical ha-
rassment which occurred in the apartment where 
the attacker and the victim live together, two pro-
ceedings were initiated for the purpose of protection 
against domestic violence. One of them is a criminal 
proceeding where it has repeatedly been stated that 
the cause of the problem is the inability of the father 
to accept homosexual orientation of his son. After 
persistent statements that this “sickness” was treat-
ed at the Military Medical Academy did not bring any 
results, father’s lack of understanding for Z.S. turned 
into open violence toward the son and the wife who 
protected the son. For that reason, when initiating 
criminal proceeding, it was insisted that Article 54a, 
i.e. aggravating circumstance that violence is com-
mitted solely due to hate caused by sexual orienta-
tion of I.S., should be taken into consideration.

So far, during the criminal proceeding, the injured 
party and the defendant have been questioned, and 
the latter kept repeating to the prosecutor that “he 
would not have a problem with his son if he accept-
ed treatment of the disease.” The defendant openly 
and before state authorities, prosecution and Center 
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for Social Work, confessed that the only motive for 
domestic violence against his son was his sexual ori-
entation. This process is still pending, but consider-
ing the evidence presented so far, we expect it to be 
concluded with indictment, and the guilty verdict.

Hate caused by personal characteristic, in this case 
sexual orientation, was introduced in the Criminal 
Code of the Republic of Serbia as aggravating circum-
stance in 2012. However, so far, the Lawyers’ Commit-
tee for Human Rights – YUCOM has not had a chance to 
see an indictment or verdict which refers to this article.

In the litigation proceeding, initiated shortly after 
the criminal proceeding, the decision imposing in-
junction was rendered with a very short timeframe. 
However, the court disregarded the request of plain-
tiffs’ attorneys, confirmed by the relevant Center for 
Social Work, and refused to impose eviction of the 
defendant from family apartment. We believe that 
such a decision of the court is very dangerous since 
the injunction of eviction was proposed by the Cen-
ter for Social Work, and it exposes the victim of do-
mestic violence to recurrence of the same violence. 
Since an appeal was filed against this decision, and 
both litigation parties and witnesses were ques-
tioned, the proceeding will be concluded after the 
decision of the higher court upon appeal.

Two and half years after the 
final verdict there is no 
answer about the destiny of 
the “missing babies” in Serbia

During 2015, the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights – YUCOM monitored the execution of the ver-
dict in the case Zorica Jovanovic against Serbia (fill-
ing no. 21794/08) obliging the Republic of Serbia to, 
within one year as of legal finality of the verdict, un-
dertake all necessary measures, if possible through 
lex specialis, to establish mechanisms to secure indi-
vidual compensation of all parents in the same situ-
ation Zorica Jovanovic was in, as one of the mother 
doubting that her newborn disappeared from the 
maternity hospital in Serbia, or in a situation which 
is sufficiently similar to this one.

At several occasions, YUCOM addressed the Ministry 
of Justice emphasizing the insufficiencies of pro-
posed legal solution, imposed in a special non-liti-
gation proceeding, establishing the truth about the 
destiny of newborns suspected to have disappeared 
from maternity hospitals in the Republic of Serbia. 
The basic insufficiencies are related to inability to 
control implementation of this law by an indepen-
dent body (Ombudsman) as stipulated by the deci-
sion of the European Court of Human Rights, as well 
as lack of firm investigative authorizations required 
for establishing the truth in each specific case.

During 2015, YUCOM took over representation in 
one of the cases led before the European Court of 
Human Rights, due to the circumstances similar to 
those in the case Zorica Jovanovic against Serbia, as 
well as breach of the right to private and family life 
referred to in Article 8 of the European Convention 
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamen-
tal Freedoms.

So far, there have been failures to adopt a special 
regulation to define this issue within the timeframe 
stipulated by the European Court of Human Rights, 
which points to the lack of capacity of competent 
institutions for implementation of verdicts in cases 
which require higher efforts and engagement of 
competent authorities, as well as necessity of closer 
cooperation between competent institutions with 
the parents of the missing babies and civil society 
organizations representing their interests.

Case of S.M. 
– social housing

The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
represented S.M. in the litigation proceeding against 
the City of Belgrade where the City requested court 
ordered eviction of S.M. and the family and personal 
belongings from the apartment which had previous-
ly been the subject matter of the lease agreement 
for five years by and between S.M. and City Secre-
tariat for Social Welfare, based on the Decision on 
conditions and method of disposal of apartments 
built pursuant to the building project for 1100 apart-
ments in Belgrade (so called – social housing).
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This is not an isolated case in the settlement Kamen-
din, where the social housing was provided to the 
citizens who had the biggest existential problems, 
but during time the rent increased, as well as util-
ity costs. In the relevant case, the utility costs were 
19,000 RSD for a family of seven members which 
equals their total amount of income, thus the family 
was unable to cover the minimum existential needs 
using their income. Finding themselves in a difficult 
financial situation, as many of their neighbors in Ka-
mendin, the family of S.M. was unable to cover their 
costs. The City of Belgrade failed to see this problem 
from a broader perspective and neglected the pur-
pose and concept of social housing, and attempted to 
evict S.M. and the family from this apartment. Since 
eviction was requested based on the agreement 
which had expired in the meanwhile, and S.M. con-
cluded another agreement for a period of five years 
with the Secretariat for Social Welfare, the Third Basic 
Curt in Belgrade rejected the claim of the City as un-
founded and thus temporarily protected the right to 
housing of S.M. The verdict is still not final, but we ex-
pect it to become in 2016. However, in this and other 
similar cases, the problem occurs because municipal 
authorities completely neglect the purpose of social 
housing and do not seek for solution of this problem. 
Having in mind that there are more similar cases, it 
is obvious that social apartments do not fulfill their 
purpose, considering high costs for the tenants, pre-
senting a serious threat that they would eventually 
end up in the street.

Attempt of eviction of 
informal Roma settlement 
Grmec and suspension of 
eviction through application 
of international human rights 
standards

In July 2015, the Municipality of Zemun initiated 
the procedure for eviction of informal Roma settle-
ment Grmec populated by more than thirty Roma 
families, mostly internally displaced from Kosovo. 
The inhabitants of this settlement received the deci-
sion on dismantling of the objects they had lived in 
since 1999, without any previous announcements, 

consultations or information of alternative housing. 
Pursuant to the decision of the Municipality of Ze-
mun, the deadline for dismantling of objects in this 
settlement was only one day.

Believing that eviction without securing of alterna-
tive housing, within just one day and without any 
support of competent services, would leave the 
Roma from this settlement homeless, as well as due 
to the breach of the prohibition of inhuman or de-
grading treatment referred to in Article 3 of the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights and Fundamen-
tal Freedoms, breach of right to private and family 
life referred to in Article 8 of the Convention, and in 
relation to prohibition of discriminations from Ar-
ticle 14 of the Convention, the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Human Rights – YUCOM submitted the request 
to European Court of Human Rights for injunction 
in order to suspend the procedure initiated by the 
Municipality of Zemun. The European Court of Hu-
man Rights believed that in this case there could be 
a breach of human rights of the inhabitants of this 
settlement and considering the gravity of the situ-
ation, it initiated the proceeding for injunction and 
requested additional information from the Republic 
of Serbia in regards to this case.

Soon after initiation of the proceeding for injunc-
tion and within the deadline left to the Republic of 
Serbia to respond to the statements of YUCOM in-
cluded in the proposal for injunction, the Municipal-
ity of Zemun rendered a new decision in the case of 
eviction of informal settlement Grmec. In these deci-
sions, the Municipality of Zemun directly applied the 
International Covenant on Economic,  Social and Cul-
tural Rights and suspended the procedure of eviction 
of the settlement Grmec until the permanent housing 
solution is found for the inhabitants of this settlement. 
This is the first known case that one of the units of lo-
cal self-government in Serbia directly applied ratified 
standards of human rights and suspended eviction.

This case pointed once again to the incompatibilities 
of the national legal framework and ratified stan-
dards of human rights and obligations undertaken 
by the Republic of Serbia by ratification of the Inter-
national Covenant on Economic,  Social and Cultur-
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al  Rights and the European Convention for Protec-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

Case of J.M. 
– solidarity tax for new 
mothers

Throughout the entire 2015, the public followed the 
cases of collection of so called “solidarity tax” from 
new mothers pursuant to the Law on Decrease of Net 
Income of Persons in Public Sector, which applied un-
til the end of 2014. One of these cases was the case 
of J.M. who addressed the Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights – YUCOM since her appeal had been 
rejected in administrative proceeding. It was related 
to a new mother who was paid several monthly remu-
nerations for maternity leave at once, and since they 
were late, her incomes were recognized as monthly 
incomes higher than 60,000 RSD. The Tax Adminis-
tration interpreted this as the basis for collection of 
solidarity tax, despite the fact that these were cumu-
latively paid remunerations for several months.

Such a practice, except for being unfounded, is also 
extremely unfair towards new mothers. Remunera-
tion was not paid regularly, which placed them in 
unfavorable financial position is a sensitive life situa-
tion, but they were additionally “punished” because 
so called solidarity tax was deducted from their 
remunerations. With assistance of YUCOM’s legal 
team, J.M. filed a law suit before the Administrative 
Court which resulted in annulment of the conclu-
sion of the Tax Administration which had imposed 
the obligation for payment of this tax. The Ombuds-
man of the Republic of Serbia issued the statements 
on this issue at several occasions, and at the end of 
2015, the Government of Serbia adopted the conclu-
sion terminating this practice and ordering collected 
amounts to be refunded to new mothers.

Case of J.S. 
– Freedom of expression

Along with many issues related with rights of mem-
bers of the LGBT community, the Pride Parade held 
on 2015 unexpectedly initiated the issues of the 

right to freedom of expression. Due to the fact that 
there was a banner at the Pride Parade which had the 
photograph of the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox 
Church and the text “I give million dollars for you to 
be mine”, activist J.S. was sued in a private criminal 
proceeding by the Patriarch for the criminal offence 
of insult. Starting from the public appearances, state-
ments and verbal attacks of the Serbian Orthodox 
Church against the LGBT population, and the fact that 
the Patriarch is a public person and that his capacity 
of the head of a religious community entails high lev-
el of tolerance to public criticism, as well as rich prac-
tice of the European Court of Human Rights in Stras-
bourg in similar cases, the attorneys of the Lawyers’ 
Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM undertook the 
defense of the defendant in this case.

The absurdity of prosecution of an individual for ex-
pressed criticism of church is so much greater since 
the Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia stipu-
lates that an insult would not be the reason to pun-
ish the perpetrator of this criminal offence if an in-
sulting statement was given in defense of some right 
or protection of interest without intention to humili-
ate. After questioning of the defendant, directly be-
fore questioning of the Patriarch as the plaintiff in 
the intention of establishing subjective element of 
insult in the specific case, and after only one hearing 
held, the plaintiff suspended criminal prosecution. 
The doubt remains what the court decision would 
be in such a case, as well as to whether such form of 
freedom of expression would be interpreted by the 
court as justified criticism in defense of rights or un-
permitted act of insult.

Case of M.O.
– right to asylum

At the beginning of 2015, the Police Station Savski 
venac was approached by M.O, citizen and refugee 
from Syria, in order to seek asylum in presence of an 
attorney from the Belgrade Centre for Human Rights.

Overstepping their authorizations, the officials from 
this department refused to make the records and is-
sue requested confirmation, basing this decision on 
the facts that M.O. had already expressed such in-
tention, and was afterwards placed in the center for 
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foreigners in Tutin, but left the country. Such actions 
of authorized officials are contrary to the Law on Asy-
lum, which clearly defines the procedure of officials in 
case there is an intention to seek asylum, and which 
stipulates that the Asylum Office will be competent 
to render decisions on submitted requests. On the 
other hand, none of the articles of the Law stipulates 
discretionary right of authorized officials to reject re-
cording in any event, i.e. issuing of this confirmation. 
Therefore, the authorized officials of the department 
for foreigners refused to issue this confirmation con-
trary to quoted Law on Asylum, based on alleged ver-
bal opinion of the Asylum Office, and indirectly decid-
ed on the request taking over the role of the Asylum 
Office, thus acting contrary to law.

Additionally, the officials also initiated misdemeanor 
proceeding against him due to failure to act in com-
pliance with the decision of the Police Administration 
Kikinda and leave the country within set deadline. 
The attorneys of the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights were engaged in misdemeanor proceeding.

Although M.O. was not formally deprived of free-
dom, he was kept in a separate room for three hours; 
he was not allowed to communicate with his repre-
sentatives in the proceeding for asylum or with his 
attorney. After arrival of court interpreter, M.O. was 
brought to the office where he was questioned by 
an authorized official Ivan Novakovic. The attorney 
was allowed to be present in the room where M.O. 
was questioned, but without the right to consult his 
client and give complaints and comments. Although 
a person giving required information to the police 
is entitled to a consultation with the attorney, M.O. 
was not allowed this, despite his insisting.

After obtaining of the notice, M.O. was accompanied 
by an authorized official to an on-call investigative 
judge of the Misdemeanor Court, where, he was 
questioned in capacity of the defendant, in presence 
of the defender and above mentioned interpreter. 
Referring to the provisions of the Law on Asylum and 
the Convention of the Status of Refugees, which ex-
clude the possibility of the proceeding against refug-
es and asylum seekers, we insisted that the proceed-

ing against M.O. be suspended, considering the fact 
that it was undisputable that the person came from 
the territory affected by the war, where his life and 
freedom were threatened, and who had expressed 
intention to seek asylum in a legal proceeding.

The Misdemeanor Court adopted the arguments of 
the defender, and rejected the request for initiation 
of misdemeanor proceeding.

Small victories of the victims 
of inefficient judiciary

V.P, a pensioner from Belgrade, was forced to leave 
her family apartment after her divorce, and she ini-
tiated the proceeding for establishing whether she, 
pursuant to acquiring in extramarital relationship and 
marriage, was the owner of ½ of movable property 
located in the apartment. Tedious process of prov-
ing of existence and value of all items located in fam-
ily home she was forced to leave, took more than 10 
years. Unfortunately, V.P. lost this case with the expla-
nation that she had been unable to prove existence of 
things. It could be said that this proceeding was an-
other confirmation of difficult positions of women in 
Serbia and necessity to change legislation and prac-
tice towards victim of domestic violence.

Lengthy proceeding resulted in the court ordering 
more than 165,000 RSD for collection of court fees 
for two verdicts and one appeal. The warnings came 
to home address of V.P. when she was absent. When 
she returned to Belgrade, she found the decision of 
the Tax Administration ordering her to pay 250,000 
RSD for court fees.

The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
initiated the proceeding before the Constitutional 
Court of the Republic of Serbia for the breach of the 
right to a trial within reasonable time, as well as sev-
eral proceedings for decrease of court fees.

The proceeding before the Constitutional Court 
lasted for two years. On June 25, 2015, the Consti-
tutional Court rendered the decision adopting con-
stitutional appeal of V.P. and it was established that 
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it was confirmed in the litigation proceeding led be-
fore the First Basic Court that the right to trial within 
reasonable time of the applicant was breached. At 
the same time, the right of V.P. to compensation 
of non-material damage in the amount of 800 EUR 
was established, and this decision was voluntarily 
executed within deadline shorter than 30 days as of 
its rendering. The Ministry of Justice contacted the 
attorney of YUCOM and requested the information of 
V.P. required for payment.

The proceeding for correction of incorrectly calculat-
ed court fees before the First Basic Court lasted one 
year and eight months. In the meanwhile, in order to 
prevent forced composition through pension funds, 
YUCOM filed an appeal in administrative proceeding 
and initiated administrative proceeding. In Decem-
ber 2015, the First Basic Court issued a new decision 
on calculation of court fees, and establishing the 
errors, as well as that V.P. was under obligation to 
pay the total of 10,000 RSD, instead of previously set 
165,000 RSD. Thus, with free legal aid, V.P.’s multiple 
status of victim of judiciary in Serbia was alleviated.

Initiative for assessment 
of constitutionality of 
provisions of the Law on 
Property Tax introducing 
“poverty tax”

In May 2015, the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights – YUCOM filed the Initiative before the Con-
stitutional Court for assessment of constitutionality 
and compliance with ratified international treaties 
of provision of Article 2, paragraph 1, item 2 of the 
Law on Property Tax which defines taxation for so-
cial housing and housing for the refuges.

Referred amendments to the Law on Property Tax 
stipulate that property tax will be paid, inter alia, for 
apartment lease “in accordance with the law regu-
lating social housing, i.e. law which defines refu-
gees, for the period longer than one year or for an 
indefinite period of time.” Through taxation of social 
housing and housing for refugees, special poverty 

tax was introduced in the legal system of the Repub-
lic of Serbia because the citizens who are in vulner-
able position related with housing or social situation 
bear the additional burden of their vulnerability.

YUCOM started its initiative from the statement that 
referred provision of the Law on Property Tax was 
contrary to one of the most significant constitution-
al principles – principle of social justice and the fact 
that this taxation is contrary to Article 91, paragraph 
3 of the Constitution which stipulates that the obli-
gation to pay taxes and other fees is based on eco-
nomic power of taxpayers. Introduction of poverty 
tax is contrary to the principle of unity of legal order 
because the law which defines the issues of taxa-
tion, changes the nature of social housing and hous-
ing for refugees regulated by systemic laws – Law on 
Social Housing and Law on Refugees.

Finally, considering the crisis in the field of housing 
in the Republic of Serbia, taxation of social hous-
ing and housing of refugees when the amounts of 
social welfare are extremely low, as well as the fact 
that majority of beneficiaries of social apartments 
and refugees have extremely low incomes, this addi-
tional tax burden threatens their guaranteed human 
rights, thus degrading the system of social housing 
and provision of housing for refuges in Serbia.

The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
believes that contested provision of Article 2, para-
graph 1, item 2 of the Law on Property Tax is con-
trary to Article 11 of the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights which guaran-
tees the right to adequate housing which stipulates 
that the costs of housing cannot be at such a level 
that the citizens are unable to meet their basic life 
needs and exercise their guarantees human rights 
without obstacles.
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01
Freedom of 
Assembly in 
the Republic 
of Serbia in 
2015

Since its establishment in 1997, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights – YUCOM has been commit-
ted to safeguarding fundamental human rights and 
freedoms. In its work, YUCOM pays special attention 
to strategic cases because they represent a way to 
initiate necessary changes in the deficient system of 
human rights and freedoms protection.

In a series of decisions, the Constitutional Court 
pointed to the necessity of urgent amendments to 
the Law on Public Assembly. Especially interesting 
is the decision to the case involving the “Women in 
Black” organization, which is strategically represent-
ed by the Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights.

A decision adopted by the Constitutional Court in 
March 2012 established that the prohibition of the 
gathering “One Hundred Years of Struggle”, held on 
March 8, 2008, under the organization of “Women in 
Black”, violated a number of human rights: the right 
to freedom of assembly, the right to a fair trial, the 
right to trial within a reasonable time and the right 
to an effective legal remedy. Their assembly was 
at that time prohibited without explanation. In the 
procedure that followed before the authorities and 
courts, the Police Directorate stated that the said 
gathering had not been approved because a number 
of sports, cultural and other events of increased risk 
were being held on that critical day within the ter-
ritory of Belgrade; it was reasonably expected that 
informal groups and extremist fan groups would as-
semble and thus endanger safety and property.

That decision to ban the moving assembly of human 
rights defenders was an arbitrary decision based 



14. Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights -YUCOM, “Annual Report 
- YUCOM 2013”, no. 1, Belgrade, 
2013, p. 21.

15. Press release “Initiate the 
process of drafting the new Pub-
lic Assembly Act”, YUCOM and the 
Civic Initiatives; available at: 
http://www.yucom.org.rs/pokrenu-
ti-proces-izrade-novog-zakona-o-
okupljanju-gradana/. 

on political motives. The process that the Lawyers’ 
Committee for Human Rights led to the highest in-
stance showed most of the shortcomings relating 
to the regulation of freedom of assembly, especially 
the lack of effective remedies for its protection. “The 
Constitutional Court thus adopted a conclusion tak-
ing into account the views of the European Court of 
Human Rights set forth in the stated Baczkowski and 
others v. Poland case. That Court emphasized that 
for the effective exercise of freedom of assembly it 
is important that the law prescribes terms in which 
competent authorities shall take their decision. In 
contrast, if there is no obligation of reaching a final 
decision before the planned date of the event, it 
cannot be concluded that the tools that the appel-
lant has at his/her disposal – with respect to their 
post hoc character, allow adequate protection due 
to the restriction of the freedom to assembly.”14

Over the course of August 2014, the Republic of Ser-
bia chronicled shortcomings of the applicable Law on 
Public Assembly in the first draft of the Action Plan for 
Chapter 23 and pledged to work on a new Draft Pub-
lic Assembly Act, which shall regulate the freedom of 
assembly in accordance with the EU acquis.

On April 9, 2015, the Constitutional Court of the RS 
issued a decision establishing that the Law on Pub-
lic Assembly (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No 51/92, 
53/93, 67/93, 17/99 and 33/99, “Official Gazette of 
the FRY”, No 21/01 and “Official Gazette of the RS”, 
No 29/01 and 101/05) was not in conformity with the 
Constitution. The main criticism of the Constitutional 
Court of the RS concerned the regulation of restric-
tions on freedom of assembly (including the venue 
of the event) and the effectiveness of legal remedies.

In terms of restrictions on freedom of assembly, it 
was pointed out that peaceful assembly of citizens 
in an open space may be limited only by a constitu-
tionally established basis, which means that the law 
that prescribes the manner of exercising the guaran-
teed freedom of assembly can predict these bases 
when regulating the prohibition of an announced 
public assembly. The decision of the Constitutional 
Court pointed out that certain constitutional bases 
of the restriction to freedom of assembly (for ex-
ample the need to protect the rights of others) may 

require closer legal regulation, but then the given 
reason for the prohibition of public assembly must 
be brought into direct connection with the constitu-
tional basis of limitation. The Constitutional Court in 
its decision further stated that the holding of public 
meetings is in principle allowed everywhere, and 
therefore there is no constitutional basis for deter-
mining an area in which the holding of public meet-
ings is allowed. Excluding a certain area for public 
assemblies may be prescribed in order to protect 
the values   that are determined by the Constitution 
as a basis for restrictions on freedom itself.

In terms of the effectiveness of legal protection, it 
was emphasized that there was no constitutional 
and legal basis to prescribe a different decision-
making procedure to ban a public gathering on the 
basis of case specific reasons to limit the freedom 
of assembly. The Constitutional Court in its deci-
sion further stated that the entire procedure for ex-
ercising the guaranteed freedom of assembly was 
regulated in a way that did not meet the criteria of 
effectiveness. Regardless of the reason that repre-
sents the basis for the prohibition of an announced 
public gathering, the deadline stipulated for fulfill-
ing obligations of both the convenor to announce 
the assembly and the competent authority to adopt 
a decision on an eventual ban actually does not al-
low for an effective conduct and conclusion of the 
decision-making procedure on banning a public as-
sembly before the scheduled time of the gathering, 
which includes the use of all legal means provided r 
the protection of the convenor.15

Remarks to the 
competent authorities 
in connection with the 
adoption of the law
In light of the decision of the Constitutional Court es-
tablishing that the Law on Public Assembly was not in 
conformity with the Constitution, the Lawyers Com-
mittee for Human Rights-YUCOM and Civic Initiatives 
urged the authorities in a joint statement of April 21, 
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16. Press release “Initiate the 
process of drafting the new Pub-
lic Assembly Act”, YUCOM and the 
Civic Initiatives; available at: 
http://www.yucom.org.rs/pokrenu-
ti-proces-izrade-novog-zakona-o-
okupljanju-gradana/.

17. Press release “The Government 
and the Assembly silent on the 
decision of the Constitutional 
Court”, the OCD Coordination 
Committee for OSCE Chairmanship 
Monitoring; available: http://
www.yucom.org.rs/vlada-i-Skupsti-

na-neme-na-odluku-ustavnog-suda/

18. Draft Law on Public Assembly; 
available at: http://www.mup.
gov.rs/cms/resursi.nsf/161015-
ЛАТ%20-%20ОКУПАЉАЊЕ%20ЗА%20
ЈАВНУ%20РАСПРАВУ.pdf

2015 to initiate the process of drafting the new Law 
on Public Assembly. On this occasion, it was pointed 
out that the six-month period the Constitutional Court 
postponed the presentation of the decision’s rationale, 
“should be used for drafting the new law, which should 
be prepared with the involvement of experts/ activists 
and representatives of the civil society. By doing so, the 
participatory process shall provide a good proposal of 
the new law and allow the public to participate in the 
drafting process before the law comes before the dep-
uties of the National Assembly of Serbia.”16

Six months later, on October 9, 2015, YUCOM, togeth-
er with other civil society organizations, was forced 
to react with an announcement when it became ap-
parent that significant progress had not been made 
in this respect and that this area may remain without 
legal norms. On this occasion the potential danger to 
public order, peace and safety of people and the exer-
cise of freedom of assembly was highlighted. Namely, 
due to the lack of a legal framework, the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs (MoI) is losing the authority and the 
ability to act preventively and ban rallies inciting vi-
olence and hatred. The announcement particularly 
emphasized that this issue was also recognized as 
essential under Chapter 23, as well as in the OSCE/ 
ODIHR guidelines on freedom of peaceful assembly.17

Public consultation
On October 9, 2015, non-governmental organizations 
called for the urgent regulation of the field of freedom 
of assembly. A Draft Law on Public Assembly18 and a 
conclusion ordering the opening of a public hearing 
in the period from 10 to 30 October was published on 
the website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

During the public debate, this draft was not forwarded 
to the Ombudsman of the Republic of Serbia for opin-
ion. At the same time, the Ombudsman noted a short-
coming in the Ministry of Internal Affairs’ work resulting 
in the lack of a law regulating freedom of assembly of 
citizens in the Republic of Serbia since October 23, 2015.

In the period between the decision of the Constitu-
tional Court on April 9, 2015 and its publication on Oc-
tober 23 of the same year, the Ministry did not prompt-

ly prepare a draft of the new law nor did it forward it to 
the competent authorities and the public for debate, 
and subsequently adoption. These shortcomings have 
brought the Republic of Serbia into a situation in which 
the present law does not regulate the exercise of the 
constitutionally guaranteed freedom of citizens to as-
sembly. Furthermore, this prevents the achievement 
of public interest to limit freedom of assembly when 
it is necessary on constitutionally prescribed grounds 
in order to protect public health, morals, and rights of 
others or the security of the Republic of Serbia.

At a joint meeting on public assembly, which was orga-
nized on October 28, 2015 by the Lawyers Committee 
for Human Rights-YUCOM in the Human Rights House, 
it was evaluated that the Law on Public Assembly 
should provide for spontaneous gatherings, namely a 
shorter deadline for registration of assemblies that rep-
resent reactions to current issues. The opinion at the 
meeting was that the 8-day deadline for registration of 
gatherings effectively prevented spontaneous assem-
blies. During the meeting, proposals were also made 
to regulate counter-gatherings. Besides the represen-
tatives of YUCOM, the meeting was attended by the 
Deputy Ombudsman Robert Sepi, representatives of 
the Youth Initiative for Human Rights, Praxis, Belgrade 
Centre for Human Rights and the organization Ministry 
of Space. On this occasion, it was assessed that the re-
striction of freedom of assembly in the period between 
8 a.m. and 10 p.m. is unacceptable and that other re-
strictions envisage excessive obligations on the part of 
a gathering’s organizers.

In accordance with the adopted conclusion, the Draft 
Law on Public Assembly passed the public debate in 
the form of four round tables that were organized in a 
short period of time in Novi Sad, Kragujevac and Nis. 
The fourth round table held in Belgrade in the premis-
es of the City of Belgrade Police Administration was the 
last one to be held. Prosecutors, misdemeanor judges, 
as well as representatives of inspection services, the 
municipal police, professional associations and other 
NGOs, were invited to the public hearing attended by 
the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM.

On the basis of comments presented and very pre-
cise objections to the then current draft, a new Draft 
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19. “Shortcomings of the proposed 
Law on Public Assembly”,  Eurak-
tiv; available at: http://www.
euractiv.rs/ljudska-prava/9455-
manjakvosti-predloenog-zakona-o-
javnom-okupljanju.

20. The draft was submitted to the 
Ombudsman of the Republic of 
Serbia for opinion on  November 
17, 2015

Law on Public Assembly was adopted on November 
17, 2015, which was forwarded for an opinion to in-
dependent institutions such as: the Ombudsman, 
the Commissioner for Equality, the Commissioner 
for Information of Public Importance and Personal 
Data Protection, the Association of Free and Inde-
pendent Trade Unions and representatives of non-
governmental organizations. On the occasion of the 
new draft, a joint session of the Committee for Hu-
man and Minority Rights and Gender Equality and 
the Committee on Defense and Internal Affairs was 
held on December 15, 2015, at which the members 
of the Committees were acquainted with the Draft 
Law on Public Assembly submitted by the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. In addition to members of the Com-
mittee, objections to the Draft Law on Public Assem-
bly were made during the discussion by the Commis-
sioner for Protection of Equality Brankica Jankovic, 
the Commissioner for Information of Public Impor-
tance and Personal Data Protection Rodoljub Sab-
ic, Deputy Ombudsman Milos Jankovic, President 
of the Association of Free and Independent Trade 
Unions Ranka Savic, as well as by representatives of 
the civil society. The Commissioner for Protection of 
Equality made a number of remarks. She especially 
emphasized that the draft did not regulate counter-
meetings, and that spontaneous gatherings and 
moving assemblies were not sufficiently defined. 
The Commissioner stressed the need to once again 
check whether all the provisions in the draft legis-
lation were in line with OSCE guidelines for public 
assembly. Trade union representatives pointed out 
to the fact that a peaceful gathering expressing so-
cial discontent was not distinguished from sports, 
religious and other gatherings. The Commissioner 
for Information of Public Importance objected to an 
article of the draft law regulating the keeping of re-
cords of competent authorities, pointing out that the 
provision is unclear and that its interpretation was 
too broad. Deputy Ombudsman Milos Jankovic said 
that the legal vacuum that had emerged due to the 
absence of the Law created a very unpleasant situ-
ation. The President of the Association of Free and 
Independent Trade Unions Ranka Savic criticized 
the provision that prescribes that the MoI issues the 
decision to ban gatherings and that the police may 
stop an assembly with an “order”. She pointed out 

that a special problem was excessive “penalties for 
organizers of events which are organized at danger-
ous locations or without an issued permit”.19 Remarks 
were echoed by representatives of NGOs and YUCOM 
particularly explained the shortcomings in the regula-
tion of legal protection.

After the joint session of the Committee for Human 
and Minority Rights and Gender Equality and the Com-
mittee on Defense and Internal Affairs, the new Final 
Draft Law on Public Assembly was passed, which was 
adopted as a proposal on December 31, 2015.

Institutional 
cooperation– 
professional 
assistance
The Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights-YUCOM 
has achieved good cooperation with the Ombuds-
man for whose needs it prepared an analysis of 
compliance of the Draft Law on Public Assembly 
with the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia. 20 An 
expert of the Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights, 
Katarina Golubovic, PhD, pointed out in the analysis 
to good solutions in the draft that should be applied 
in the law, but also to shortcomings that need to be 
rectified, which should therefore harmonize the act 
with the Serbian Constitution and international hu-
man and minority rights standards.

In his opinion on the Draft Law on Public Assem-
bly given on January 18, 2016, the Ombudsman 
expressed his view that the proposal must clearly 
emphasize that prescribed limits to freedom of as-
sembly only occur if it is necessary to protect some 
of the constitutionally prescribed values that the 
proposer formalized in the Proposal. The Ombuds-
man noted that restrictions on the location and time 
of assembly envisaged by the Draft Law are not in 
accordance with the Constitution since they are 
placed in abstracto. The location and/or time of the 
(scheduled) assembly of citizens, according to the 
Ombudsman’s opinion, might be a reason to limit 
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21. Opinion of the Ombudsman on the 
Draft Law on Public Assembly, 
January 2016; available on: 
http://www.ombudsman.rs/attach-
ments/4544_Misljenje%20na%20
Predlog%20zakona%20o%20javnom%20
okupljanju%20FINAL.doc.

22. Katarina Golubovic, “Analysis 
of the conformity of the Draft 
Law on Public Assembly with the 
Constitution of the Republic of 
Serbia”,  January 15, 2016, p. 
9-10, available at: http://www.
ombudsman.rs/index.php/lang-

/2011-12-25-10-17-15/4540-2016-
01-15-08-19-55.

23. Ibid, p. 10-11.

these freedoms, but only if it is in concreto necessary 
to protect public health, morals, rights of others or 
the security of the Republic of Serbia.

In his analysis of the Proposal’s provisions, the Om-
budsman concluded that the deficiencies were not 
remedied in terms of arranging effective procedures 
after the adoption of solutions that prohibit assem-
blies. Commenting on the criminal provisions, the 
Ombudsman noted that “the severity of penalties 
and the possibility of cumulative punishment of a 
legal entity, responsible person in a legal entity, or-
ganizer or leader of a gathering may have a discour-
aging effect on organizing public gatherings, while 
misdemeanor sanctions in certain cases may repre-
sent disproportionate means of response”.21

The Lawyers Committee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
has achieved significant cooperation with the EU 
Delegation in the course of commenting on the pro-
posed Law on Public Assembly.

Expert analysis
of the Draft
In the analysis of the compliance of the Draft Law on 
Public Assembly with the Constitution of the Republic 
of Serbia, the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights 
noted that the draft law does not comply with OSCE/ 
ODIHR guidelines, because it introduces a license sys-
tem and excessive commitments on the part of orga-
nizers of public gatherings. Sanctions are not set in 
accordance with the gravity of the misdemeanor. In 
this regard, it is necessary, first of all, to proportionally 
regulate fines in relation to different types of offenses.

Furthermore, the Draft stipulates cumulative punish-
ment of a legal entity, responsible person in a legal 
entity and organizer or leader of a gathering, which 
represents a disproportionate interference with the 
freedom of assembly and has a deterrent effect on 
organizing public gatherings. It is necessary to pre-
vent the possibility of simultaneous punishment of 
organizers, leaders, legal persons and responsible 
persons in legal entities.

Organizers of meetings should not be held liable for 
failure to perform duties if they made an effort to car-
ry out these duties. Organizers cannot be held liable 
for the actions of individual participants, of those not 
participating or agents provocateurs. Instead, individ-
ual responsibility must exist for every person who has 
personally committed a violation or has not complied 
with statutory orders of the police.22

In exercising their authorities under the Law on Pub-
lic Assembly, local self-government units may jeopar-
dize the achievement of the OSCE/ ODIHR guidelines 
through the use of certain regulations. Article 25 of 
the Draft establishes the jurisdiction of local self-gov-
ernment units to closer designate the venue for hold-
ing assemblies referred to in Art. 6 par. 1 of the draft 
by adopting an act. Bearing in mind that only the law 
may prescribe the manner of exercising human and 
minority rights, if it is expressly provided by the Con-
stitution or if it is necessary to exercise a specific right 
due to its nature, the constitutionality of the decision 
referred to in Article 25 of the Draft Law on Public As-
sembly may be called into question.

According to Article 25 of the draft, “the City Assembly 
or municipality shall, within 60 days from the date of 
entry into force of this law, determine the venue for 
gatherings referred to in Article 6, paragraph 1 of this 
Act.” First of all, Article 25 is not consistent with Article 
6, paragraph 1, in the sense that a provision of Article 
25 provides the units with jurisdiction to determine 
venues for holding assemblies, and Article 6, para-
graph 1 to determine locations where gatherings are 
banned. Furthermore, if the exercise of freedom of as-
sembly is mediated through an act adopted by a local 
self-government unit, then this obviously violates the 
constitutional principle of direct application of guaran-
teed constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens.

In order to harmonize these provisions with the Con-
stitution, both in terms of competence and in terms of 
eliminating general restrictions, it is necessary to com-
pletely erase Article 25 and allow the competent au-
thority-the organizational unit of the Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs – to evaluate the safety of a location or the 
necessity to ban a gathering at a certain venue in order 
to protect the established basis referred stitution.23
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24. “Self-Evaluation Report - Ser-
bian OSCE Chairmanship”, CSO 
Coalition for the Monitoring 
of Serbia’s OSCE Chairmanship; 
available at: http://helsinki.

org.rs/doc/Self-evaluation%20
report.pdf.

Local self-government units are authorized to adopt 
decisions establishing communal order, thus in ac-
cordance with Article 9, paragraph 4 of the Draft 
they provide communal services related to public 
gatherings. Regulating communal order may influ-
ence the system for registering assemblies. Local 
self-government unit authorities can in this manner 
interfere with the freedom of assembly by not inter-
preting their competences correctly.

Compliance of regulations and legal certainty in this 
area is of great importance, given that in practice ma-
licious conduct of misdemeanor proceedings may 
occur. There has been a sufficient amount of cases in 
which the application of the Law on Public Peace and 
Order and the Law on Road Traffic Safety had priority, 
while the application of the Law on Public Assembly 
was completely ignored. In this regard, in order to 
harmonize and facilitate the full application of the 
new law, it is necessary to identify all regulations that 
could, either in the registration phase or in the subse-
quent stage of procedure, interfere with the exercise 
of this freedom. In order to prevent a collision of laws 
that could be applied to participants in the exercise of 
freedom, it is necessary to use the draft law to deter-
mine the status of the Law itself and its relationship 
with other laws that indirectly affect the exercise of 
freedom of assembly, with the aim of avoiding sub-
sequent amendments to other laws that could super-
sede the organic law. Also, it is necessary to increase 
the transparency of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
local self-governments in the exercise of authorities 
relating to the restriction of freedom of assembly.

Promoting respect for 
European standards 
within the OSCE
Priority goals of Serbia’s chairmanship of the 
OSCE in 2015 were improvements in implement-
ing obligations under the OSCE human dimension, 
strengthening monitoring instruments in this field, 
strengthening ties with civil society organizations 
and promoting their active participation in the work 

of the Organization. In 2015, Serbia adopted the de-
cision to continue the self-evaluation process that 
was launched in 2014 by Switzerland. The main goal 
was to have the current chairmanship serve as an 
example of objective consideration of the imple-
mentation of commitments in the human dimension 
sphere. Self-evaluation has been entrusted to inde-
pendent institutions and civil society organizations, 
among which is the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights – YUCOM. They prepared reports on the basis 
of their analysis and evaluation. The Ministry of For-
eign Affairs selected four topics, including the free-
dom of assembly.

Civil society organizations presented their reports at 
the Parallel Civil Society Conference, which was held 
in Belgrade on December 1–2, 2015, just before the 
meeting of the Ministerial Council of the OSCE. In its 
analysis of the implementation of commitments in 
the field of freedom of assembly, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights pointed to deficiencies of 
the Public Assembly Bill, but also to the necessity of 
conducting a more detailed analysis of all legal norms 
that restrict OSCE/ ODIHR guidelines with regard to 
the freedom of peaceful assembly. Furthermore, YU-
COM drew attention to the possibility that local self-
government units may impede the implementation 
of these guidelines by adopting bylaws, which they 
are authorized to do according to the law, citing as 
an example the decision of the city of Zajecar that ef-
fectively prevents the assembly of citizens on the city 
square. As another example of local self-government 
decision-making, the Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights also pointed to the decision of the municipal-
ity of Kraljevo on noise protection that requests orga-
nizers of public gatherings to seek approval from the 
authority competent for environmental protection.24

The Law on Public Assembly was adopted in the Na-
tional Assembly on January 26, 2016. Despite the 
opinion of the Ombudsman, the adopted Law kept 
restrictions presented in Proposal. The Ombuds-
man’s opinion was not respected in the part that re-
fers to locations where public gatherings are prohib-
ited. Specifically, public gatherings are prohibited 
in the vicinity of health care institutions, schools, 
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25. “Unregulated assembly of citizens”, 
Danas, October 9, 2015; available 
at: http://www.danas.rs/danasrs/
ukratko/neregulisano_okupljan-
je_gradjana.83.html?news_id=99440 
“NGO: Registration of assemblies is 
not compulsory”, Radio television 
Vojvodina, October 9, 2015; avail-

able at: http://www.rtv.rs/sr_lat/
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policiji-nije-obavezno_646968.html
“Without a rally in front of the 
Assembly in the future?”, Nov-
osti, October 23, 2015; available 
at: http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/
naslovna/politika/aktuelno.289.

html:573177-Ubuduce-bez-mitinga-
ispred-Skupstine#
“The Law on Public Assembly is 
restrictive and highly illogical”, 
N1, October 28, 2015, available at: 
http://rs.n1info.com/a104325/Vesti/
Zakon-o-javnim-okupljanjima-re-
striktivan-i-pun-nelogicnosti.html

preschools, in front of structures of strategic or spe-
cial importance for the defense and security of the 
state. Despite the opinion of the Ombudsman and 
representatives of non-governmental organizations 
that the fines proposed in the draft were too high, 
in some cases the level of fines was even increased 
in the adopted Law. The most drastic increase in 
penalties in relation to the Draft has been envisaged 
for penalties against responsible persons in legal 
entities as organizers of gatherings. In the event 
that a person attempts or holds a gathering with-
out prior registration, he/she risks a fine amount-
ing to 100,000 to 150,000 dinars instead of 50,000 
to 100,000 dinars, which was the punishment pro-
vided for in the Draft. The law has regulated spon-
taneous gatherings, as well as shorter deadlines for 
registering assemblies, in accordance with the views 
presented at the joint meeting on public assembly 
organized by the Lawyers Committee for Human 
Rights in the Human Rights House on October 28, 
2015. Despite objections presented by experts, the 
adopted Law on Public Assembly does not regulate 
counter-gatherings.

Further activities
Most media followed the activities of YUCOM. 25 Con-
clusions on the adopted Law in terms of legal pro-
tection, excessive fines, and poor regulation of spon-
taneous gatherings were presented to the public 
through media appearances. Discussions concern-
ing the improvement of perceived problems shall be 
held during the negotiations under Chapter 23; over 
the course of 2016, attention shall be paid to new 
strategic cases and analysis of monitoring gather-
ings, which shall also contribute to a more precise 
definition of potential solutions.



02
Global 
refugee 
crisis – 
Serbia as 
a transit 
country

The number of people forced to leave their homes 
has increased significantly in recent years. From 
the international point of view, it is considered that 
“refugees are produced by” Syria, Afghanistan and 
Iraq. According to the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM), some 250,000 refugees/ migrants 
entered into Serbia from the beginning of 2015 to 
the end of October of the same year. Over the course 
of September and October, approximately 4,300 
refugees entered into Serbia from Macedonia daily 
and between 250 and 550 from Bulgaria. The larg-
est number of registered refugee/ migrant entries in 
Serbia during 2015 took place on October 18, when 
10,000 refugees/ migrants were registered in the Re-
ception Center in Presevo.

Most of the refugees/ migrants perceive Serbia and 
other Balkan states only as transit countries. They 
spend only a few hours to a few days in Serbia, and 
then continue on their way to one of the countries 
where they desire sanctuary. On September 15, Hun-
gary closed its southern border with Serbia, so the 
refugees/ migrants were forced to divert their move-
ment towards Croatia. Initially, refugees/ migrants 
crossed from Serbia to Croatia on foot, using the 
informal crossing Berkasovo-Babska, later changing 
the direction of their movement through Tovarnik 
using bus and train transportation from Sid. The ref-
ugees/ migrants who came to Serbia through Mace-
donia were accommodated in the Reception Center 
in Presevo, where they registered with the compe-
tent authorities within the Ministry of Internal Affairs 
in order to continue their journey towards Sid and 
Croatia. The refugees/ migrants who entered Serbia 
via Bulgaria were provided accommodation within 
the police station in Dimitrovgrad, from where they 
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26. Law on Asylum, Article 2, paragraph 
7 (“Official Gazette of the RS”, no. 
109/2007)

27  Ibid, Article 2, paragraph 2
28. Convention relating to the Status of 

Refugees, ratified by the Decree on 
ratification of the Convention relat-

ing to the Status of Refugees with 
the final act of the Plenipotenti-
ary Conference of the United Nations 
Convention on the Status of Refugees 
(“Official Gazette of the SFRY - In-
ternational Treaties and Other Agree-
ments”, no. 7/60)

29. Decision on issuing certificates 

on entry into the territory of the 
Republic of Serbia for migrants who 
come from countries where their lives 
are in danger (“Official Gazette of 
RS” no. 81/2015), paragraph 1

30. Convention relating to the Status of 
Refugees, Article 33, paragraph 1

continued to Belgrade or directly to Sid after notifying 
the competent authorities within the Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs. Those who came to Belgrade were able to 
find accommodation in the Asylum Center in Krnjaca.

According to the Law on Asylum, a refugee is “a per-
son who, owing to well-founded fear of being per-
secuted for reasons of race, sex, language, religion, 
nationality or membership of a particular group or 
political opinion, is not located in his/her country of 
origin and is unable, or owing to such fear, unwill-
ing to avail himself of the protection of that country, 
and a person not having a nationality and being out-
side the country of former habitual residence, who 
is unable, or owing to such fear, unwilling to return 
to his/her country of former habitual residence.”26

A person who has been recognized as a refugee has 
the right to asylum in Serbia. Asylum is, under the ap-
plicable law “the right to residence and protection of a 
foreigner who has on the basis of a decision of a com-
petent authority that has decided on his request for 
asylum in the Republic of Serbia been granted refuge 
or another form of protection provided by this law.”27

According to available information, some of the 
refugees/ migrants were punished in Serbia for mis-
demeanor offenses by courts, as in other transit 
countries, due to illegal entry and residence in the 
territory of Serbia. Refugees/ migrants were sen-
tenced for misdemeanor offenses in Serbia despite 
the proclaimed ban on punishing refugees who in 
the territory of a particular country register imme-
diately with the authorities and explain their illegal 
entry and stay, all in accordance with the Conven-
tion relating to the Status of Refugees.28

Originally, when registering with the authorities in 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs, a refuge/ migrant 
would receive a Certificate on expressed intention to 
seek asylum in Serbia, which in most cases was not 
sincere and did not express a true intention, but only 
a way to legalize ones’ stay in the territory of Serbia. 
Obtaining this Certificate enabled the holder to le-
gally reside in Serbia for 72 hours, during which he/
she could either leave Serbia or submit a request for 
asylum. At the end of 2015, the method of register-

ing residence for refugees/ migrants on the territory 
of Serbia was changed. Namely, a so-called transit 
registration system was introduced, that is, a Certifi-
cate for entry on the territory of the Republic of Ser-
bia for foreign nationals who arrived from countries 
where their lives were in danger29, but do not wish to 
submit a request for asylum in Serbia and only pass 
through Serbia in order to reach a country of de-
sired sanctuary. This type of certificate also allows 
the holder 72h of legal residence in the territory of 
Serbia. In addition, refugees/ migrants in Serbia 
have the right to use banking services, accommoda-
tion, food, adequate medical assistance and so on. 
It should be noted that holders of these certificates 
do not acquire the status of asylum seeker in Serbia, 
because in practice an important question is raised– 
whether a refugee/ migrant shall be returned from 
the land of desired refuge to Serbia due to registra-
tion and fingerprinting in Serbia.

Legally speaking, interesting issues are the status of 
a refugee/ migrant located on the territory of Serbia, 
who has not reported residence to the authorities 
within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the possibility 
of misdemeanor punishment of such persons. After ini-
tial poor practice related to the treatment of refugees/ 
migrants who were penalized for misdemeanor regard-
less of the provisions of the Convention relating to the 
Status of Refugees, we have ceased receiving informa-
tion about the punishment of this category of persons.

The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 
proclaims the absolute prohibition of expelling ref-
ugees to “the frontiers of territories where his life 
or freedom would be threatened on account of his 
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particu-
lar social group or political opinion”.30

It is important to point out that many refugees/ 
migrants who pass through Serbia are unaware of 
their status, rights and obligations while they are 
on the territory of Serbia. The refugees/ migrants 
often ask whether they will be returned to Serbia, 
they do not want to register at the relevant police 
station because they do not wish to commence 
an asylum procedure or be punished. They do not 
know that they have the right to accommodation, 
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food, medical assistance and so on. Ignorance of 
basic national and international rules and princi-
ples that could be of great help in a particular situ-
ation is quite apparent.

During their stay in Serbia, only a small number of 
refugees/ migrants have received some kind of le-
gal aid, which is very disturbing, so it is necessary 
to establish a better system for informing refugees/ 
migrants about their rights and obligations while re-
siding in the territory of Serbia.

In terms of capacity and the manner of registering 
refugees/ migrants with the authorities, in particular 
representatives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, it 
is noticeable that there are an insufficient number of 
employees or people engaged. The biggest problem 
may be an insufficient number of engaged transla-
tors who are necessary for precise communication 
with representatives of the Ministry of Internal Af-
fairs during the registration of refugees/ migrants. 
The fact is that in recent years the number of trans-
lators in reception centers has increased, but this 
number is still insufficient for the efficient operation 
of the competent authorities.

During 2015, YUCOM was very active in provid-
ing assistance to refugees/ migrants who transited 
through Serbia in order to reach a country of de-
sired haven. In cooperation with the Ombudsman, 
we helped an illegally residing family of five to 
leave Serbia, thus enabling them to proceed to the 
United States using the entry visas they possessed. 
However, their illegal entry into Serbia and lack of 
input stamps in travel documents represented a 
problem, which is why it was not possible to legally 
leave Serbia. Efficient and good cooperation estab-
lished between YUCOM, the Ombudsman and repre-
sentatives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs enabled 
the five-member family to leave Serbia within just 3 
days of their request for legal aid. In addition to nu-
merous humanitarian activities in the form of food, 
clothes and footwear that they distributed to refu-
gees/ migrants in Belgrade, YUCOM activists man-
aged to influence very significant changes through 
continuous engagement in the harmonization of 

practices related to treatment of refugees/ migrants. 
In particular, through constant appealing that the 
Certificate on expressed intention to seek asylum 
in Serbia that they received was not adequate, that 
it was false, we managed to arrange the introduc-
tion of a new type of certificate, the Certificate on 
entry into the territory of the Republic of Serbia for 
foreign nationals coming from countries where their 
lives are in danger, which the Ministry of Internal Af-
fairs now issues to those who say they do not desire 
asylum in Serbia.

In addition, through continuous public addresses 
in the media, YUCOM has urged for a humanitarian 
approach to the global refugee crisis and respect 
for fundamental human rights and freedoms of all 
citizens, in particular refugees/ migrants who transit 
through Serbia.
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01
Reception Center in Presevo 
(refers to the photograph)

At the end of the year, YUCOM started the imple-
mentation of the project entitled “Aid to refugees 
and migrants – from legal aid to conditions assess-
ment”, funded by the Embassy of Finland in Serbia. 
Activities under that project include frequent visits 
to places in Serbia where the largest number of refu-
gees / migrants are located, collecting basic data on 
refugees/ migrants relating to their refugee move-
ment, as well as providing legal advice and informa-
tion about rights and obligations during ones stay in 

the territory of Serbia.

02
Miksaliste, Belgrade (refers 
to the photograph)

Through the implementation of project activities, 
YUCOM visited parts of Belgrade where refugees/ mi-
grants reside. In the parks around the main railway 
station in Belgrade, refugees spend several hours a 
day searching for information on further transport. 
In Miksaliste they can receive some kind of assis-
tance in the form of food, clothing, footwear and 
medical assistance.
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03 04
Asylum Center in Krnjaca 
(refers to the photographs)

The Asylum Center in Krnjaca provides refugees/ 
migrants with accommodation up to 3 days if they 
register with the competent authorities in the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs and possess a Certificate of 
entry into the territory of the Republic of Serbia. The 
center accommodates not only refugees/ migrants 
from the East, but also refugees from countries of 
the former Yugoslavia. According to information ob-
tained, they are separated in different accommoda-
tion facilities. Refugees from the former Yugoslav 
states are accommodated in this facility until they 
are provided with other adequate accommodation, 
while refugees from the East spend 1–3 days here.

05
Reception Center – Adasevci 
(refers to the photograph)

In Adasevci, a motel was converted into a reception 
center, where refugees/ migrants can stay a slightly 
longer period and receive various types of humani-
tarian assistance. The Center is, with some minor 
shortcomings, acceptably equipped for refugees/ 
migrants. Ambulance crews and staff from the Red 
Cross and several international organizations are 
present at this location. There is a playground for 
children.
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06 07 0 8
Reception Center in Sid 
(refers to the photographs)

In Sid, near the railway station, there is a small re-
ception center due to the fact that refugees/ mi-
grants who arrive to this point leave Serbia quickly. 
Conditions in the center in terms of hygiene are 
highly unacceptable. Toilets are not operational and 
the rooms are in very poor condition.

9 10
Reception Center in Presevo 
(refers to the photographs)

On the southern border of Serbia, on the border 
with FYROM, there is a camp for the reception of 
refugees in Miratovac, which in terms of conditions 
has improved a lot compared to the previous state. 
It represents the point of first contact with represen-
tatives of our government. Representatives of MSF, 
IOM, UNICEF, UNHCR and the Red Cross maintain a 
presence. The accommodation capacity envisages 
about 50 people in containers that have heaters. 
Overall, conditions are satisfactory.
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11  12

Reception Center in Presevo 
(refers to the photographs)

Furthermore, refugees/ migrants are directed to the 
reception center in Presevo; mothers with small chil-
dren and the elderly are provided transportation to 
there. The others have to walk around 4–5 km and 
then ride buses directly to the city. The conditions 
at the center are generally satisfactory, bearing in 
mind that it has been refurbished and expanded 
in terms of capacity. UNHCR has donated prefab-
ricated houses that have heaters. In the reception 
center in Presevo, refugees/ migrants can rest, get 
necessary medical help, food, water, clothing, foot-
wear and register or receive the necessary certificate 
from the police. Medical teams from the surround-
ing health centers maintain their presence, as well 
as representatives of UNICEF, UNHCR, the Red Cross 
and other organizations. There is a playground for 
children and a spot for mothers and babies.

13  14
Police station u Dimitrovgrad 
– temporary shelter for 
refugees/migrants (refers to 
the photographs)

On the eastern border, on the Serbian-Bulgarian 
border, refugees/ migrants arriving through Bulgaria 
are provided with temporary shelter in the police 
station in Dimitrovgrad. According to acquired in-
formation, the plan is to open a special reception 
center independent from the police station, but it 
has not been specified when. On the basis of infor-
mation received from representatives of the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, they have satisfactory capacities, 
bearing in mind that between 50 and 450 refugees/ 
migrants arrive to Dimitrovgrad from Bulgaria per 
day. Emergency medical teams that provide various 
types of medical assistance maintain their presence, 
first of all, as we have been told, to assist in treat-
ing frostbite, while a team of the Red Cross provides 
assistance in the form of food and beverages. There 
is a container donated by the Ana and Vlade Divac 
Foundation that includes necessary clothing, jack-
ets, boots and other items, according to needs and 
availability. Hygiene conditions in the containers ac-
commodating refugees/ migrants are satisfactory. 
The containers have heaters. Mobile toilets that are 
in use are hygiene-wise very inadequate, while some 
have become clogged and are not in use.
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15 16 
Reception Center – Adasevci 
(refers to the photographs)

The general impression is that the conditions in 
which refugees/ migrants lived in Serbia in the sec-
ond half of 2015 have improved a lot compared to 
the first half of the year, but still hygienic conditions 
in some centers are not adequate. In all reception 
centers there are representatives of the Red Cross 
of Serbia, as well as national and international or-
ganizations including representatives of IOM, UN-
HCR, MSF and others who provide humanitarian aid 
on the spot. On the basis of information obtained 
from the Commissioner for Refugees, the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs and the Red Cross, there were no 
major problems with refugees/ migrants at the cen-
ters. As a precautionary measure, as it has been ex-
plained, they are separating by nationality in differ-
ent accommodation units. A high level of ignorance 
of the rights and obligations of refugees/ migrants 
and lack of information are notable issues, which is 
of great significance for preventive actions in order 
to suppress any possible violations of basic human 
rights concerning refugees/ migrants.
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Statistical data
Visits to places where refugees/ migrants reside dur-
ing their stay in the territory of Serbia were also used 
by YUCOM to perform anonymous interviews with 
refugees/ migrants on the basis of which detailed 
statistics obtained from data has been prepared. In-
terviews were conducted with a total of 67 persons, 
out of which 22 persons in Belgrade, 23 people in 
Sid, 7 in Presevo and 15 in Dimitrovgrad. 92.5% of 
the respondents were men, while interviews were 
conducted with a total of 5 women.

Gender Frequency %

Male 62 92.5

Female 5 7.5

Overall 67 100

Table no. 1 – Structure according to gender

The age structure of the surveyed persons varies. 
Interviews were conducted with 10 minors and 57 
adults. The largest number of interviews was con-
ducted with refugees/ migrants from Afghanistan, 
36 of them, while the percentage of interviews with 
Syrians amounted to 22.3%, 18% with Iraqis and 6% 
with Moroccans 

Country of 

origin
Frequency %

Syria 15 22.3

Afghanistan 36 53.7

Iraq 12 18

Morocco 4  6

Overall 67 100

Table no. 2 – Structure of country of origin

The educational structure of respondents also var-
ied: 11 persons, i.e. 16.4% of the respondents have 
no education; 24 persons, i.e. 35.8% completed 
primary school; 23 persons, or 34.3% finished sec-
ondary school and 9 persons, i.e. 13.5% were highly 
educated. Of the respondents, 15 or 77.6% of them 
were employed in their country of origin. Based on 
the information acquired, 97% of the inquired per-
sons were of Muslim faith, one person said they had 
fled due to his faith, and one person said they do not 
believe in anything, namely that he now believes in 
the sun. When asked when they left their country 
of origin, we received different answers from “a few 
days” to “6.5 years ago”. Those who have long since 
left their country of origin mostly originate from 
Iraq, while those who have recently left their coun-
try of origin mostly came from Syria or Afghanistan. 
34.3% of the surveyed persons travelled with their 
families, only 44 of them were traveling alone; while 
some left their families in their country of origin or 
their families were already residing in countries of 
the European Union. A positive statistic is that all 
the respondents entered Serbia the same day or a 
few days earlier; namely, we have not talked with 
any persons who spent a longer period in Serbia 
due to the inability to continue further. From a total 
of 67 persons surveyed, 71.6% entered Serbia from 
FYROM, along the way passing through Greece and 
Turkey (some through Iran and Pakistan). 28.4% 
of the surveyed persons entered Serbia from FY-
ROM, previously passing through Turkey and some 
through Iran and Pakistan. According to the infor-
mation acquired, the majority used a number of 
different means of transport, including: bus trans-
portation, which was used by 71.6% of the people, 
38% used a car-transport, 55.2% a train, 61.1% a 
ship, while 32.8% of the individuals said that they 
crossed certain parts of the road on foot. Transpor-
tation costs to Serbia amounted to between EUR 
1500–7000. Some of the respondents said they had 
not paid anything yet and that they would pay when 
they arrive in the country they desired refuge. The 
largest number of persons surveyed paid between 
2,000 and 5,000 EUR, namely 37.3% of them.
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Country of preferred 

destination
Frequency %

Germany 39 58.1

Italy 9 13.6

Belgium 6 8.9

Austria 4 5.9

Great Britain 3 4.8

France 2 2.9

Sweden 2 2.9

Serbia 2 2.9

Overall 67 100

Table no. 3 – Structure according to country of desired destination

On the basis of obtained information, Germany is 
the most common country of their preferred desti-
nation with 58.2%. It is followed by Italy with 13.6%, 
Belgium with 8.9%, Austria with 5.9%, Great Britain 
with 4.8%, France and Sweden with 2.9%, while two 
persons stated they wanted to stay in Serbia. 55.2% 
respondents have friends or relatives in the coun-
try of their destination, or 37 of them, while 44.8% 
of the respondents have nobody in the country of 
their desired sanctuary. According to available data, 
55.2% of the respondents did not have valid travel 
documents on them. Some were seized by the Bul-
garian police, while others left their documents 
in their country of origin or had sent them to their 
country of desired refuge. The majority of respon-
dents, 60 of them, registered or applied to the police 
in transit countries. 85% of the respondents have al-
ready registered in Serbia, while the remaining 15% 
were awaiting registration.

Legal awareness Frequency %

Yes 8 12

No 59 88

Overall 67 100

Table no. 4 – Structure according to legal awareness

A high percentage (as much as 88%) of subjects 
with whom interviews were held did not receive any 
type of legal aid in Serbia nor were they in any way 
informed of their rights and obligations. For this 
reason, we provided many refugees/ migrants with 
legal advice during our conversations and taught 
them about their rights and obligations, which they 
accepted with great enthusiasm. As far as getting 
other types of assistance such as food, beverages, 
clothing, footwear and medical assistance, the ma-
jority of respondents replied positively.

YUCOM has participated in numerous meetings due 
to the fact that a portion of the project activities has 
been related to advocacy for improving the position 
of refugees/ migrants and exchange of information 
on their problems with government and non-gov-
ernmental representatives. Especially interesting, 
among others, were monthly meetings with repre-
sentatives of the UNHCR which provided monthly 
impressions relating to the migration crisis and the 
International Ombudsman Conference that dealt 
with refugee/ migrant problems.
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Since the Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights has positioned it-
self as one of the leading organiza-
tions for provision free legal aid to 
vulnerable groups of citizens, and 
is known for different activities in 
the field of human rights, prepara-
tion of the proposed changes of the 
legislation, advocacy campaigns, 
monitoring of trials and organiza-
tion of trainings and seminars, the 
Embassy of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands in Belgrade provided 
institution support for the work of 
this organization in order to secure 
sustainability of its work.

The goal of the project is building 
of capacities for provision of free legal 
aid and representation in strategic 
cases where human rights of the citi-
zens of Serbia, i.e. vulnerable groups, 
have been breached. Also, YUCOM 
will make new partnerships, both in 

Serbia by supporting other initiatives 
for protection of human rights and 
provision of free legal aid, and on the 
regional level. During 2015, YUCOM 
became a member of the network 
ESCR-Net in order to promote its 
work on the international level, par-
ticipate in the activities of advocacy 
for improvement of working condi-
tions in the fields of its work though 
examples of personal experience, and 
transfer observation of the civil soci-
ety organizations in Serbia.

In the upcoming period, YUCOM 
will work on the following strategic 
fields:

1. Public advocacy

2. Provision of free legal aid

3. Monitoring of trials

4. Communication with 
the media

5. International networking and 
contribution by know-how

Institutional 
support for 
the work of 
the Lawyers’ 
Committee for 
Human Rights – 
YUCOM
Project name: 
Institutional support for the work 

of the Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-

man Rights – YUCOM

Project duration: 
July 2015 – July 2018

Donor: 
Embassy of the Kingdom

of the Netherlands in Belgrade
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The Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights, as the organiza-
tion which has been working on 
strengthening of capacities of the 
representatives of judiciary in Ser-
bia for years, undertook, together 
with the OSCE Mission in Serbia, 
monitoring of elections for elective 
members of the High Court Council 
and the State Prosecutors’ Council, 
which were held in December 2015. 
The goal of the project was for ob-
jective and impartial observers to 
observe the elections for the High 
Court Council and the State Pros-
ecutors’ Council. Along with their 
presence at the polling stations 
and motoring of voting process, 
the observers would make compre-
hensive interviews with randomly 
selected judges and prosecutors. 
Received information would pro-
vide closer insight in the process 
of nominations of candidates and 
regularity of the process. The ob-
servers prepared individual reports 
on the results of monitoring of the 
election process, and that informa-
tion, along with the data received 
from the interviews, constitute in-

tegral part of the final report.

Before undertaking of monitor-
ing, the observers were informed of 
relevant laws and by-laws, as well 
as the code of conduct at the poll-
ing stations. Together with the rep-
resentatives of the OSCE Mission in 
Serbia and ODIHR, a questionnaire 
was developed for the purpose of 
monitoring of elections and inter-
views. At the workshop held on No-
vember 6, 2015, the rules on work 
of observes during monitoring of 
elections were presented and the 
questionnaires for monitoring of 
elections and interviews were fi-
nalized.

Elections for elective members 
of the State Prosecutors’ Council 
were held on December 1 at 17 poll-
ing stations, while the elections for 
the High Court Council were held 
on December 21, 2015 at 49 poll-
ing stations. All the observers were 
present from opening to closing 
of the polling stations, in order to 
confirm that the voting procedure 
was entirely complied with during 
voting. YUCOM prepared the report 
containing the research methodol-
ogy, findings about the candidates, 
nomination procedure and compli-
ance with election procedure, as 
well as recommendations for im-
provement of legislation and pro-
cedures. The results of the analysis 
will be presented in the report to 
be prepared by the OSCE Mission 
in Serbia.

Monitoring 
of elections 
for elective 
members of 
the State 
Prosecutors’ 
Council and 
the High 
Court Council
Project name: 

Monitoring of elections for the 
State Prosecutors’ Council and 
the High Court Council
Project duration: 

November 2015 – January 2016
Donor: 

Mission of the Organization for 
Security and Co-operation in 
Serbia
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The idea for establishing of the Re-
gional network for the rule of law 
in the Western Balkans was devel-
oped in order to explore the pos-
sibilities for creation of joint strat-
egies for improvement of the rule 
of law and fight against corruption, 
through exchange of experiences, 
comparison of improvements in 
negotiations with the European 
Union, and especially in regards to 
Chapter 23.

This project had double pur-
pose – use of the network as a fo-
rum for exchange of experiences 
in order to overcome similar ob-
stacles on the path to Europe faced 
by the countries in the Western Bal-
kans, and easier access to justice in 
cases of corruption. On the other 
hand, the network will support the 
efforts of each of the members in 
contributing to the process of EU 
integrations, by providing clear 
proposals for improvement of the 
shortcomings identified in the 
Progress Report of the European 
Commission.

The network will generally com-
ply with the following principles:

• Joint actions of all leading 
NGOs in each of the countries;

• Defining of specific topics for 
each of the countries with spe-
cial focus on judiciary which 
are required for the EU mem-
bership, particularly in Chapter 
23;

• Work on action plans for Chap-
ter 23 in the accession negotia-
tions of the countries;

• Identifying the issues in re-
forms and finding horizontal 
topics, as well as emphasizing 
those specific for each country;

• Inclusion and consulting with 

key players in the fields of fight 
against corruption, issues of 
judiciary, independence of in-
stitutions, etc.;

• Cooperation with legal clin-
ics within law schools in order 
to strengthen skills of the stu-
dents to monitor the trials for 
corruption.

In September 2015, the initial 
meeting of the organizations which 
will be leading ones in their home 
states was held, in order to plan 
work of the regional network for 
the rule of law– Review 23/Pregled 
23 – and joint work on the prepara-
tion of the materials for its launch-
ing. The leading organizations are 
the Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights – YUCOM for Serbia, 
Centre for Civic Education for Mon-
tenegro and Macedonian Young 
Lawyers Association  for Macedo-
nia. Along with the organizations 
from the listed countries, the plan 
is to expand the network with the 
organizations from Albania, and 
then from Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Launching of the work of this net-
work is expected in the first quarter 
of 2016.

Regional 
view 23 – 
REVIEW 23
Project name: 
Regional network – improving 

the rule of law, judicial reform 

and fight against corruption

Project duration: 
June 2015 – February 2016

Donor: 
Partnership for Transparency 

Fund – Metzger Rule of Law 

Initiative

Partners: 
Lawyers’ Committee for Human 

Rights – YUCOM, Centre for 

Civic Education and Macedo-

nian Young Lawyers 

Association
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Changes 
of the 
Constitution 
of the 
Republic of 
Serbia of 
2006
Project name: 
Constitutional changes

Project duration:
July 2015 – December 2015

Donor:
Mission of the Organization for 

Security and Co-operation in 

Serbia

During 2015, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights imple-
mented the project “Constitutional 
changes” with the assistance and 
financial support of the Mission of 
the Organization for Security and 
Co-operation in Serbia– OSCE. 
During the course of the project, 
all planned activities were imple-
mented including: organization 
and holding of six roundtables 
on the territory of the Republic of 
Serbia (in Novi Pazar, Bujanovac, 
Nis, Novi Sad, Kragujevac and Bel-
grade), announcement of competi-
tions for writing of the papers on 
the topic “Constitutional changes” 
and publication of the best works 
on the websites of the Lawyers’ 
Committee for Human Rights and 
My Constitution. The project aimed 
at raising awareness and knowl-
edge of journalists and law stu-
dents about amendments to the 
Constitution, provision of inputs 
and baselines for observing of the 
debate and participation in it. The 
information we have received con-
firm that the project activities justi-
fied the undertaking of the project 
and completion of the goals.

During organization of the 
roundtables, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights reached 
to as many journalists as possible, 
as well as laws students and other 
counterparts who find the topic 
“Constitutional changes” relevant 
and related to their fields of work. 
Furthermore, using their contacts, 
the Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights also secured presence 
of the representatives of the civil 
society organizations, professors, 
assistant professors in the relevant 
filed of expertise, and interested 
public, which lead to constructive 
debates and discussions.

The discussions at the round-
tables were related to numerous 
aspects of influence of the Consti-
tution on actual position of the citi-
zens. One of the constructive pro-
posals which stand out is that it is 
necessary to perform the analysis 
of compliance with and function-
ing of the Constitution, i.e. imple-
mentation of the constitutional law 
in the last 9 years. The participants 
agreed that the range of providers 
of free legal aid should be expand-
ed, since local self-governments of-
ten face conflict of interest. Citizens 
also often complain of the work of 
local self-government, and as such 
it cannot perform this function re-
sponsibly and professionally. The 
discussion about the Constitution 
should last as long as possible and 
more counterparts should be in-
cluded in it. Furthermore, the sig-
nificant influence of the media on 
public opinion of the institutions 
categorized as constitutional was 
emphasized. During the discussion, 
the participants pointed out that 
the liability should be transferred 
to much lower levels of power than 
today, including prosecutors’ of-
fices. According to their opinion, 
that is feasible though “financial 
decentralization”, which presents 
one of the possibilities to improve 
the situation related with compli-
ance with the Constitution. Gen-
eral conclusion of the discussions 
is that constitutional opportunities 
should be used and that lawyers 
should be educated not only about 
the text of the Constitution but also 
about the fields directed to by the 
Constitution and which sources of 
law apply our country.
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Capacity 
building of 
the Ombudsman
Project name:
Capacity building of the 

Ombudsman for initiation of 

legislative initiatives through 

cooperation with civil 

society

Project duration:
October 2015 – March 2016

Donor:
Ombudsman of the Republic of 

Serbia

As of October 2015, YUCOM has 
been engaged in the project “Ca-
pacity building of the Ombudsman 
for initiation of legislative initia-
tives through cooperation with civil 
society.” This project, among other 
things, aims at strengthening of the 
rights of the persons deprived of 
freedom and particularly vulnera-
ble groups (persons hospitalized in 
psychiatric hospitals, people who 
are in transit, the elderly), rights to 
access to justice, rights of the child 
and other fundamental rights.

On April 9, 2015, the Constitutional 
Court rendered the decision con-
cluding that the Law on Assembly 
of the Citizens was not in compli-
ance with the Constitution of the 
Republic of Serbia. The first analy-
sis done within the project was par-
ticular analysis of compliance of 
the Draft Law on Public Assembly 
with the Constitution of the Repub-
lic of Serbia.



National 
convent on 
the European 
Union for 
Chapter 23
Project name: 
National convent on the Euro-

pean Union in Serbia – progress 

monitoring and support for the 

reforms within Chapter 23 and 

24 by civil society

Project duration: 
April 2015 – March 2016

Donor:
Foreign and Commonwealth 

Office of the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland

Partners: 
European Movement in Serbia, 

Belgrade Centre for Security 

Policy and Lawyers’ Committee 

for Human Rights – YUCOM

National Covent on the EU present-
ed an innovative network model 
for cooperation of non-governmen-
tal organizations with expertise in 
different fields. Civil society is thus 
included and gives significant contri-
bution to accession negotiations of 
Serbia and the EU in all 35 chapters 
and supervises the entire process. 
The aim of the project is achieving 
of efficient and quality negotiations 
of Serbia and the European Union 
and achieving sustainable reform in 
the field included in Chapter 23 – Ju-
diciary and fundamental rights and 
Chapter 24 – Justice, freedom and 
security, through inclusion and mon-
itoring of civil society. Reaching the 
goals of this project will be the topic 
of the meetings of the NCEU Working 
groups for stated Chapters with the 
representatives of negotiating group, 
as well as working groups engaged 
in drafting of the laws in this filed.

Partners, as coordinators of the 
working groups for Chapters 23 and 
24, will prepare five publications 
with specific proposals for improve-
ment of legal or strategic solutions. 
The Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights coordinated work of the 
Working group for Chapter 23. Dur-
ing 2015, five meetings were held 
with the representatives of the Minis-
try of Justice and negotiating group 
for Chapter 23. The topics of the 
meetings referred to drafting of the 
text of the Action plan for Chapter 23.

Great contribution in the field 
of judiciary was given by the mem-
bers of the NCEU Working group 
for Chapter 23 by providing practi-
cal proposal for defining of certain 
planned activities, such as amend-
ments to the Law on State Pros-
ecutors’ Council and Law on High 
Court Council. Several sessions had 
experts’ component, and the meet-
ing regarding preparation of the 
National Strategy for War Crimes 
Processing should be particularly 
mentioned. Conclusions from all 
the sessions are formulated as rec-
ommendations and disseminated 
to relevant institutions. Work of the 
NCEU Working group for Chapter 
23 and the Action Plan for Chapter 
23 were presented to local civil so-
ciety organizations and other rel-
evant counterparts in Sjenica and 
Nis. Three publications with rec-
ommendations from the relevant 
fields within Chapter 23 will be pre-
sented during 2016.
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Legal aid for 
refugees and 
migrants
Project name: 
Contribution to improvement 

of the position of refugees and 

migrants – from legal aid to 

conditions assessment

Project duration: 
November 2015 – February 2016
Donor: 
Embassy of Finland in Belgrade

One of the principal activities of this 
project is visits to informal gather-
ing locations of refuges/migrants 
and writing of relevant reports 
about these visits. Additional con-
tribution to inclusion and increase 
of presence of non-governmental 
sector in this field is provided by 
sending of these daily reports to 
all interested organizations which 
work with refugees/migrants, and 
do not have sufficient knowledge 
of the possibilities to solve legal is-
sues faced by the refugees. Lawyers 
and legal representatives of YUCOM, 
as experts in this field, are available 
for additional information to all 
interested representatives of non-
governmental organizations in this 
filed. Furthermore, YUCOM was also 
always ready to assist the represen-
tatives of non-governmental sector 
who wanted to participate in their 
visits to refugees/migrants and thus 
take direct part in this process.

General goal of this project is 
improvement of governmental sys-
tem for assistance to refugees and 
enhancement of their position, as 
well as increased engagement of 
the civil society organizations. Spe-
cific goals of the project are as fol-
lows: (1) raising awareness of the 
state institutions and the public 
of the position of target group; (2) 
initiation of the debate on possible 
changes in the existing system; 
(3) monitoring of housing condi-
tions and treatment of refugees/
migrants in formal and informal 
places where they gather in Serbia, 
including medical help, availability 
of toiletries, food, water, clothes 
etc, (4) provision of information to 
the refugees about their rights and 
public services available to them 
during their stay on the territory of 
the RS, thus preventing breach of 

their rights; (5) media campaign for 
early warnings of possible instabili-
ties and violence; (6) legal aid, and 
representation if needed.

The project focuses on ob-
servation of formal and informal 
gathering locations of migrants/
refugees in Serbia and provision of 
information about their rights and 
obligations, which was implement-
ed through ten visits to those lo-
cations, interviews with refugees/
migrants and other relevant coun-
terparts and civil society organiza-
tions. Experiences acquired during 
je project were summarized in the 
final report along with the recom-
mendations for improvement of 
the status and treatment of refu-
gees/migrants in Serbia.

There is a concern that in the 
upcoming period, along with the 
new wave of migrations, Serbia 
will face increased insurgency, dis-
satisfaction and rage of refuges 
because it is expected that they 
will remain in Serbia for longer 
periods of time without possibility 
to continue their journey towards 
the countries of the EU. Serbia 
faces inadequate application of 
the relevant laws in this field, and 
lack of information from the field 
about the needs and problems 
of migrants/refugees, so it un-
able to improve effectives of the 
system of asylum and migrations 
and provide better conditions for 
migrants/refuges who go through 
Serbia. Through this project, the 
Government of the RS and other 
institutions were sent relevant in-
formation from the field, and refu-
gees/migrants in transit through 
Serbia were provided legal aid.
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Project Strengthening Capacities of 
Civil Society Organizations to Take 
over Trial Monitoring is implement-
ed under support of the Mission of 
the Organization for Security and 
Co-operation in Serbia. The project 
will contribute to improvement of 
the rule of law in Serbia, particu-
larly the system of criminal justice 
and responsibility for war crimes, 
through evaluation of harmoniza-
tion of standards of national trials 
for war crimes with international 
standards, building suitable net-
work of monitors of trials for war 
crimes and mechanisms for ex-
change of information.

The aim of the project is to en-
able closer supervision of national 
trials for war crimes within the 
state mechanisms which comply 
with international obligations, and 
to secure criminal liability for war 
crimes though strengthening of 
capacities of the civil society orga-
nizations in Serbia for monitoring 
of trials. In March 2015, the activ-
ists of YUCOM successfully com-
pleted the set of trainings where 
they were trained as monitors to 
be involved in additional raising 
of awareness, promotion and ac-
countability related with punish-
ment for war crimes.

Along with the regular activities 
of advocating for the improvement 
of the quality of work of all the par-
ties included in processing of war 
crimes, the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Human Rights started monitor-
ing the war crimes trials. Lawyers 
and activists of YUCOM monitored 
the trials in cases Lovas, Sotin, 
Gradiska and Cuska. In December 
2015, the experts’ meeting was or-
ganized for the purpose of presen-
tation of the National Strategy for 
War Crimes Processing where the 

representatives of the OSCE Mis-
sion in Serbia, EU Delegation, non-
governmental organizations active 
in this field, as well as the experts 
in the field of international human-
itarian law, could give their propos-
al for the changes of the Draft text 
directly to members of the working 
group for its preparation.

Monitoring of 
trial for war 
crimes
Project name: 
Building Capacities of Civil 

Society Organizations to Take 

Over Trial Monitoring

Project duration:
August 1, 2014 – April 30, 2016

Donor: 
Organization for Security and 

Co-operation – OSCE

Partner organizations:
Humanitarian Law Center, Bel-

grade Centre for Human Rights 

and Lawyers’ Committee for 

Human Rights – YUCOM
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Trainings on 
prevention of 
discrimination 
for health 
workers and 
professionals 
in the system 
of social 
protection
Project name: 
Trainings on prevention of 

discrimination for selected 

local experts in twenty local 

self-governments

Project duration:
November 2014 – May 2015

Donor:
Organization for Security 

and Co-operation in Serbia – 

OSCE

This project was realized within 
broader project “Technical assis-
tance for the Roma inclusion” fi-
nanced by the EU, and implement-
ed by the OSCE Mission in Serbia.
The goal of the project is strength-
ening of healthcare workers and 
professionals in the system of so-
cial protection in order to assist 
the members of the Roma nation-
ality to have access to medical 
care. During implementation of 
project activities, the focus was on 
education of healthcare and social 
protection professionals from the 
system of social protection who 
primarily provide medical care and 
assistance to the Roma population.

Project activities included 20 
educational sessions on the terri-
tory of the Republic of Serbia: two 
in Belgrade, (Zvezdara and Pali-
lula), Pancevo, Novi Sad, Odzaci, 
Sombor, Kragujevac, Smederevo, 
Kovin, Krusevac, Knjazevac, Bela 
Palanka, Valjevo, Koceljeva, Zitor-
adja, Prokuplje, Leskovac, Bojnik, 
Vranje and Bujanovac. Educations 
were completed by approximately 
2,800 participants, which is sig-
nificantly more than planned 400. 
During implementation of the 
project, representatives of the lo-
cal self-governments met all the 
demands and provided the venues 
for organization of the educational 
sessions. Furthermore, throughout 
the entire project, the legal team 
of the Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights provided legal advice 
to healthcare workers and pro-
fessionals in the system of social 
protection. Training sessions were 
attended by lawyers, and the par-
ticipants could consult the experts 
at any time. The participants in the 
educational sessions had many 
uncertainties and questions they 

required assistance with, and the 
contact information was provided 
with an option to consult a legal 
advisor upon completion of the 
trainings sessions.

After completion of project 
activities, theme table was made 
with the most frequent questions 
and answers, which was updated 
on the site of the Lawyers’ Commit-
tee for Human Rights. Monitoring 
of occurrences of different forms of 
discrimination was extremely im-
portant, because it enabled us to 
define the most frequent problems 
faced by the workers when provid-
ing assistance to the members of 
the Roma nationality. Lawyers of 
the Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights used the opportunity 
to present their results in the con-
versations with the representatives 
of independent state institutions, 
in order to direct attention to the 
problems faced by the members of 
the Roma nationality.
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Strengthening 
of work 
efficiency 
of the 
Commissioner 
for 
Protection of 
Equality of 
the Republic 
of Serbia
Project name: 
Millennium Development Goals 

after 2015

Project duration: 
December 2014 – September 

2015

Donor:
Open Society Foundation

Project was implemented within 
the program “Development and 
reliable institutions” of the Open 
Society Foundation. The goal of 
the project was to develop three 
groups of indicators and reports 
which would enable strengthening 
of efficiency of the institution of 
the Commissioner for the Protec-
tion of Equality of the Republic of 
Serbia. Developed indicators were 
focused on the issues of internal 
efficiency and productivity of the 
Commissioner, level of success of 
the institution within institutional 
context, as well as citizens’ percep-
tion of it. Along with the analysis of 
the indicators, the report contains 
final evaluation of efficiency of the 
institution and general recommen-
dations.

Methodology was developed 
within the project in order to formu-
late the indicators of performance 
efficiency of the Commissioner for 
the protection of Equality, identi-
fication of structural obstacles for 
efficient functioning of the institu-
tion and improvement of equality 
in the society, as well as prepara-
tion of specific recommendations 
for improvement of efficiency and 
effectiveness of the institution and 
removal of identified obstacles. 
Project team collected necessary 
data and performed analysis of all 
relevant documents used for for-
mulation of the indicators. Further-
more, close cooperation with the 
institution was established through 
series of meetings with the Com-
missioner for the Protection of 
Equality.
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Fight against 
discrimination 
in education 
system
Project name: 

Equal rights in the education 
system of the Republic of Serbia
Project duration:

August 2014 – August 2015
Donor: 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Netherlands

Project “Equal rights in education 
system of the RS” was undertaken 
within the program of fight against 
discrimination in schools. The aim 
of the project was a decrease of 
the level of violence and discrimi-
nation in schools and promotion 
of higher level of tolerance and re-
spect of human rights, especially 
LGBT rights in the field of educa-
tion on the local, regional and na-
tional level. Primary target groups 
were students, management and 
teachers in high schools, as well as 
civil society organizations working 
on rights of minorities, with special 
emphasis of LGBT rights.

Four seminars were held within 
the project for high school students 
throughout Serbia attended by 
more than 100 students. Further-
more, seminars on fight against 
discrimination, intended for teach-
ers and professional assistants, 
were attended by more than 80 
teachers and teaching assistants, 
and they took place in Sabac, Bela 
Crkva, Kragujevac and Novi Pazar.

Two revised editions of the 
manual on fight against discrimi-
nation were prepared by YUCOM: 
manual “Discrimination? Not in 
my school! One school for all!” in-
tended for high school students, 
parents and broader public, and 
manual Fight against discrimina-
tion in education system, intended 
for teachers and teaching assis-
tants. In cooperation with orga-
nization Labris, the website Same 
gender orientation in high schools 
(http://labris-lgbt.ews.co.rs/sr/) 
was prepared and dedicated to 
discriminatory contents in school 
textbooks. The website also in-
cludes general recommendations 
related to change of discrimina-
tory contents in high school text-
books.
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“Civil response to clientelism in the 
media” is a regional project which 
has lasted for two years with the 
goal of establishing of indepen-
dent, sustainable and multilayered 
interstate mechanisms for active 
monitoring of the media, policies, 
advocacy and fast reaction to the 
media related problems in the 
South East Europe.

Within the project, the re-
searches are done of the media 
systems in Croatia, Bosnia and Her-
zegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, 
Serbia and Romania. Researches 
are the first step in a four-year proj-
ect with the goal of establishing of 
interstate mechanism for measur-
ing of clientelism in the media, re-
sponding to the issue of corruption 
in the media and influencing the 
change of inefficient and damag-
ing media policies. The researches 
include evaluation and extent to 
which the governments of the 
countries where the project has 
been implemented comply with 
numerous internationally accepted 
human rights, including freedom 
of expression and freedom of me-
dia. The results of the project ME-
DIA CIRCLE and measures of the 
Media clientelism index (MCI) were 
presented in December 2015 at the 
conferences simultaneously held 
in all 6 countries covered by this 
experimental research (Croatia, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Monte-
negro, Macedonia, Serbia and Ro-
mania). Presentation of the results 
in Belgrade included, along with 
the results of detailed measures 
for Serbia, comparative results of 
other countries in the region where 
measuring was done. According to 
the Progress Report of Serbia for 
2015, the package of laws referred 

to improvement of the situation 
in the media and clarification of 
the legal framework, particularly 
related with control over media, is 
still in progress. However, the con-
ditions have still not been met for 
full implementation of the freedom 
of expression.

The web portal www.fairpress.
eu was developed within the proj-
ect, and it provides systematic and 
analytical approach exclusively to 
the issues related with the media 
and public interest. With initial ver-
sion in English language, the por-
tal also includes six more national 
pages in the languages of the coun-
tries participating in the project. 
The portal serves as the platform 
for publishing of journalists’ texts 
which were censored in other me-
dia due to the topics they cover.

Civil 
response to 
clientelism 
in the media 
– Media 
circle
Project name:
Civil response to clientelism in 

the media (MEDIA CIRCLE)

Project duration: December 

2013 – December 2017

Donor:
European Commission /IPA CSF

Partners:
Partnership for Social Develop-

ment (Croatia), Expert Forum 

(Romania), Vesta (Bosnia and 

Herzegovina), BH Journalists 

(Bosnia and Herzegovina), 

Public Policy Institute (Mon-

tenegro), Center for Media 

Activities (Macedonia), Inde-

pendent Society of Journalists 

of Vojvodina (Serbia)
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Days after 
– active 
legal aid and 
support for 
the citizens 
affected by 
floods
Project name:
Days after – active legal aid and 

support for the citizens affect-

ed by floods 

Project duration: 
November 2014 – July 2015

Donor:
Direct Aid Program (DAP) of the 

Embassy of Australia 

In April 2014, Serbia was affect-
ed by the floods which caused dis-
placement of thousands of people. 
The estimate is that approximately 
one million people on Serbia were 
directly or indirectly affected by 
floods and landslides. Several 
thousand citizens of Serbia lost 
their homes, and were evacuated 
from them. Throughout the coun-
try, key infrastructure locations, 
including bridges, roads, medical 
and educational institutions, were 
damaged in many areas affected by 
floods. This also had severe impact 
on agriculture, energy sector and 
mining as well. 

As the organization which pro-
vides free legal aid, YUCOM was 
contacted by numerous individu-
als and groups of citizens affected 
by floods. The highest number of 
complaints referred to lack of in-
formation related with their legal 
status, uncertainty related with 
employment, and compensation 
of damages caused by floods. Fur-
thermore, the citizens pointed out 
to the low level of transparency in 
the actions of the Government, as 
well as failure to comply with the 
principle of equity, which was pri-
marily referred to labor law, envi-
ronmental law and property rights. 
YUCOM contacted several institu-
tions specifying the problems listed 
by the citizens affected by floods, 
asking from those institutions to 
react efficiently and fairly. 

Within this project,  YUCOM 
organized five focus groups and 
roundtables in the communities 
affected by floods - in Obrenovac, 
Nis, Prokuplje, Valjevo and Banja 
Vrujci.   At the focus group, YUCOM 
collected information on the needs 
of citizens and legal issues faced 
in exercising of their rights. Focus 

groups were managed by attorneys 
and lawyers of YUCOM. Along with 
focus groups, members of the legal 
team provided necessary informa-
tion and advisory services for the 
citizens. Additionally, posters with 
information on provisions of legal 
aids in affected areas were placed 
in Obrenovac, Sabac, Smederevska 
Palanka and other towns. 

Final results of the project 
were presented at the final confer-
ence “Days after – active legal aid 
and support for the citizens affected 
by floods”. The conference was at-
tended by the representatives of 
NGOs and stated institutions re-
lated with affected areas, in order 
to be informed about the problems 
they may face in the similar situa-
tions in the future. During the proj-
ect, manual “Days after - Manual 
on emergency situations in case of 
floods” was prepared as the re-
sponse to legal issues noticed dur-
ing provision of free legal aid to 
affected citizens, with specific solu-
tions which may be used in similar 
situations. 
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Triple A 
for citizens 
– access to 
information, 
advice and 
active help
Project name: 
Triple A for citizens – access to 

information, advice and active 

help

Project duration:
December 2012 – November 

2017

Donor:
European Commission

Partners:
European Citizen Action Service 

(ECAS) – Belgium, Civic Rights 

Program – Kosovo, Associa-

tion for Democratic Initiatives 
– Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

National Foundation for Civil 

Society Development – Croatia, 

Law Centres Federation (LCF) – 

Great Britain, National Associa-

tion of Citizens Advice Bureaux 

– Romania, National Associa-

tion of Citizens Information 

Services – Ireland, Association 

of Civil Society Development 

Centre – Turkey.

Project “Triple A for citizens – access 
to information, advice and active 
help” is supported by the European 
Commission, and is implemented 
within the Partnership program 
for civil society organizations. The 
goal of the project is to encourage 
non-governmental organizations in 
the Western Balkans and Turkey to 
provide information, advice and ac-
tive help to the citizens in respect 
of their rights. Also, to promote the 
role of civil society in strengthening 
of the citizens and accountability of 
the governments. Through collec-
tion of complaints and evidence, the 
organizations which inform the citi-
zens and provide legal aid influence 
the state policy in respect of key 
reforms and their implementation. 
Direct goal is improvement of the 
concept of counseling of the citizens 
in the Western Balkans and Turkey. 
The experiences collected through 
provision of access to information, 
advice and active help (TRIPLE A) 
may be analyzed and turned into 
documents which may serves at the 
baseline to advocate for changes of 
regulations and policies.

In March 2015, the project 
entered its second phase and ex-
tended its activities to three more 
countries in the region: Albania, 
Macedonia and Montenegro. With-
in the second phase, the focus is on 

advocacy in all countries partici-
pating in the project. The main goal 
is to show the importance of Triple 
A to relevant decision makers and 
to emphasize how information 
collected through provision of ser-
vices may lead to improvement of 
legislative framework which would 
direct attention to insufficiencies 
in the current legislation; improve-
ment of the existing legislation in 
the countries of the Western Bal-
kans and Turkey; increase of funds 
dedicated to free legal aid in all the 
countries; support for sustainable 
surrounding for functioning Tripe 
A service providers; announcing 
availability of free legal aid and 
other forms of access to advice, in-
formation and active help for the 
citizens in all the countries.

In the period from March to 
November 2015, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights – YUCOM 
dedicated its attention to raising 
awareness of importance of leg-
islative definition of provisions of 
free legal aid. Namely, YUCOM or-
ganized several informal meetings 
with key stakeholders, including 
representatives of governmental 
institutions, the delegation of the 
EU to Serbia, international orga-
nizations, representatives of local 
governments and civil society or-
ganizations. YUCOM prepared the 
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National map of guidelines and 
updated the national report and 
database on free legal aid. Cer-
tain recommendations from the 
previous report were implement-
ed. Cooperation with certain gov-
ernmental officials was improved 
despite the fact that the Civil 
Procedure Law (in absence of 
the Law on Free Legal Aid) does 
not allow civil society organiza-
tions to represent the parties in 
court. A representative of YUCOM 
also took part in the international 
meeting of the Coordinating body 
in Tirana, as well as the confer-
ence “Access to justice and roles 
of civil society organizations in the 
Western Balkans and Turkey: from 
experience to impact on judiciary” 
held in Pristina. YUCOM regularly 
records its activities on the web 
portal of YUCOM and Triple A.
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Coalition for 
Equality – 
STEP
Project name:
Civil Society Networking on 

Critical Values of Human

Rights in Serbia,

Montenegro and Kosovo

Project duration:
October 2012 – February 2015

Donor:
European Commission

Partners: 
Centre for Civic Education 

(Montenegro), Humanitarian 

Law Centre (Kosovo), Network 

for the Committees of Hu-

man Rights in Serbia – CHRIS 

(Serbia), Gay Straight Alliance 

(Serbia), LGBT Forum Progress 

(Montenegro), Belgrade Centre 

for Human Rights (Serbia), 

Youth Initiative for Human 

Rights (Kosovo)

Coalition for Equality – STEP was 
established with an aim to carry 
out regional action for improve-
ment of level of human rights in 
Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo 
in the following areas: rights of 
LGBT population, strengthening of 
the role of women in political and 
public life, monitoring hearings in 
discrimination cases. Also, the Co-
alition advocated for inclusion and 
networking of a large number of 
non-governmental organizations 
and activists who share its values.

Given that the Project has been 
ongoing from 2012, in 2015 were 
performed closing activities. Part-
ners from three countries united 
their observations, experiences, 
problems and recommendations 
how to overcome them in publi-
cation “Three Views of the Fight 
Against Discrimination”, which was 
presented at the final conferences 
in Belgrade, Podgorica and Pris-
tina. The publication consists of 
three parts and each of the coun-
tries took over one thematic area. 
Serbia took over a part which re-
ferred to monitoring hearings in 
discrimination cases, Montenegro 
the part which dealt with improve-
ment of the position of women in 
political life and Kosovo was in 
charge of the part which dealt with 
rights of LGBT population. It was 

published in four languages and 
is available on the website of the 
Lawyers’ Committee for Human 
Rights and website of the Coalition 
for Equality STEP.

During the Project, numer-
ous activities were implemented, 
among which the most prominent 
are: establishing of three regional 
networks to deal with problems 
which caused foundation of the 
Coalition in the first place; numer-
ous regional, national and local 
meetings of partners with relevant 
representatives of authorities and 
stakeholders; promotions of ac-
tivities of the Coalition at 22 pre-
sentations held in three countries; 
7 publications; monitoring of 36 
discrimination cases; 12 work-
shops and panel discussions with 
representatives of judiciary; 21 
grants approved to local and newly 
founded organizations; 8 confer-
ences where grant results were 
presented; 3 short movies about 
priority activities of every country; 
website of the Coalition for Equal-
ity; creating Facebook and Twitter 
account; more than 50 meetings 
with representatives of authorities; 
100 articles in newspapers; public 
appearances in media; multiples 
press releases, etc.

Due to many activities of the 
Coalition for Equality, credibility 
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of its members and impression 
it has made in public, not only 
in participating countries but in 
neighboring countries as well, 
some of the civil society organiza-
tions from Bosnia and Herzegovi-
na and Macedonia expressed their 
desire to join the Coalition. These 
are: Center for Development of 
Civil Resources from Nis (Serbia), 
Macedonian Young Lawyers Asso-
ciation from Skoplje (Macedonia), 
Post Conflict Research Center 
from Sarajevo (Bosnia and Her-
zegovina) and Association DUGA 
from Sabac (Serbia). Currently 
Coalition has 12 members.

Speakers at the final confer-
ence in Belgrade were experts 
from following fields: Yolanda 
San Jose, representative of the 
Delegation of the European 
Union in Republic of Serbia, Ko-
sana Beker, deputy to Commis-
sioner for Protection of Equality, 
Gordana Comic, vice-president 
of the National Assembly of Re-
public of Serbia and member of 
Women Parliamentary Network, 
Jasna Plavsic, representative of 
the Office for Human and Minority 
Rights of Government of Republic 
of Serbia, Lidija Djukic, judge of 
Supreme Court of Cassation, etc.



02
New 
publications
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One of the activities within the project “Civil Soci-
ety Networking on Critical Values of Human Rights 
in Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo”, performed by 
coalition of civil society organizations gathered 
within the Coalition for Equality STEP, was prepara-
tion of the publication in which partners from three 
countries united their observations, experiences, 
problems, and recommendations for overcoming 
these problems. The publication consists of three 
parts, where each of the countries took over one 
thematic field, Serbia field which referred to moni-
toring of hearings in discrimination cases, Monte-
negro took part which referred to improvement of 
participation of women in political life and Kosovo 
the part related to rights of LGBT population. It was 
published in official languages of countries work-
ing on the project, and translated in English. It is 
available on the website of Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights and Coalition for Equality STEP.

Monitoring of the hearings in discrimination cases is 
dedicated to improvement of monitoring hearings in 
discrimination cases and creating Judicial Monitor-
ing Network on the territory of Serbia, Kosovo and 
Montenegro. Network was created as a response to 
low transparency of hearings in discrimination cases 
and insufficient interest of public for such cases. Al-
though there is an adequate legal framework with 
regard to prohibition of discrimination and right to 
a fair trial (especially regarding the element of pub-
lic hearings), implementation of these laws is often 
weak and incomplete. Monitoring of the hearings is 
necessary in order to regulate this legal framework 

and enable its full implementation, especially im-
plementation of the Law on Prohibition of Discrimi-
nation. This could be achieved by attending hear-
ings and reporting from hearings, communication 
among non-governmental organizations within the 
network, as well as by communication with public. 
This report provides guidelines and recommended 
steps for realization of monitoring and networking of 
NGOs, with special recommendations for media and 
judiciary. In total, 36 cases of discrimination have 
been monitored in Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo.

At the presentation of this publication in held Bel-
grade, one of the speakers was Lidija Djukic, judge 
of the Supreme Court of Cassation, who stated that 
monitoring of the hearings in discrimination cases 
was a very positive thing. Law on Prohibition of Dis-
crimination was enacted 6 years ago, but this does 
not mean that the court had enough time to build 
case law and for the judges to get used to that law. 
Furthermore, she stated that the law would come 
into life depending on number of cases which chal-
lenged it. Also, she pointed out that there were 
several disputable points in regards to the Law on 
Prohibition of Discrimination, such as lack of dead-
line for submitting a claim or the amount of dam-
ages. However, she emphasized as a positive thing 
that the appeal could be submitted, as well as the 
revision to the Supreme Court of Cassation, which 
gives the opportunity to the highest judicial instance 
to provide its decision. She pointed out that one of 
the main problems was that judges themselves cul-
tivated prejudice against discrimination cases.

Three views
of fight against 
discrimination
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Discrimination? Not in my 
school! One School for all!

This Manual is intended for students of high schools, 
their parents and for all who want to familiarize better 
with the problem of discrimination which represents 
a serious problem in the society. We come across it in 
everyday life: at workplace, at school, in a shopping 
mall, cinema, and public transport....The Manual will 
inform its readers of different forms of discrimination 
and approaches for solution of these issues.

The Manual provides answers to numerous ques-
tions such as: what is discrimination; why does it 
appear; how are violence and discrimination con-
nected; but also who to contact in case of discrimi-
nation. Each of the topics in publication is explained 
carefully and thoroughly.

Fight against discrimination 
in education system

Second and amended edition of the manual “Fight 
against Discrimination in Education System”, which 
was developed with support of the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs of the Netherlands as part of the proj-
ect “Equal rights in education system of the Repub-
lic of Serbia”, is intended for educational advisors, 
educational inspectors, teachers and management 
of schools in Serbia. It is intended to help in fight 
against discrimination in education system. Numer-
ous trainings for teachers and teaching assistants 
are based on this manual.

The manual provides the analysis of the term of dis-
crimination and its examples; standards in the fight 
against discrimination; relevant international and na-
tional regulations; and institutions, roles and respon-
sibilities of direct participants in education system, 
educational inspectors and civil sector are presented. 
Manual elaborates on procedures for establishing of 
school and education system without discrimination, 
inclusion of children from all groups of Serbian soci-
ety and solving cases of discrimination.

Also, manual enables the participants in educa-
tion system to systematically get acquainted with 
international standards in the field of fight against 
discrimination, but also with current national legal 
framework for fight against discrimination. It pro-
vides the explanation of the issue of responsibility 
and role of participants in education system, as well 
as procedures for the protection of rights.
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Days after – Manual on 
emergency situation in case of 
floods

Manual was created as part of the project “Days after 
– active legal aid and support for the citizens affected 
by floods” and as a response to emergency situation 
and numerous calls received by civil society organi-
zations last year during the floods in the region. The 
Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights, as organiza-
tion which provides free legal aid, organized several 
focus groups with citizens coming from the flood 
affected areas. Manual was prepared based on the 
collected information about legal issues they faced.

The publication consists of three parts. The first part 
refers to legal provisions which regulate the issues in 
the period of danger, i.e. provides explanations of the 
rights and obligations of the citizens and who they 
can contact in cases of emergency. The second part 
clarifies legal provisions which regulate issues after 
the emergency: which types of assistance are pre-
scribed by the Law on eliminating consequences of 
the floods in the Republic of Serbia; what are the con-
ditions for granting state aid; what is happening with 
regulation of employment, issues of damages and 
insurance and procedures for prevention of spread-
ing panic. Last part provides addresses of all relevant 
institutions which can be contacted by the citizens in 
case they have been affected by the floods.
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03
Other 
activities, 

cooperation 

and 
contribution
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House of Human Rights 
and Democracy
House of Human Rights and Democracy, a network 
of five civil society organizations from Belgrade, en-
tered into the fifth year of its existence. In Novem-
ber 2011, Civic Initiatives, Belgrade Centre for Hu-
man Rights, Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights 
– YUCOM, Helsinki Committee for Human Rights and 
Policy Center, founded the House of Human Rights 
with an idea of building democratic and open soci-
ety based on respect for human rights and the rule 
of law.

House of Human Rights was founded with an 
aim of promotion, development and advancement 
of the protection of human rights in the Republic 
of Serbia through development, monitoring and 
advocating national and international public poli-
cies regarding protection and promotion of human 
rights, with a special attention to freedom of as-
sembly, freedom of expression and protection of 
human rights defenders; carrying out research and 
writing reports on the condition of human rights in 
Serbia; empowerment and informal networking of 
civil society organizations and initiatives working 
on promotion and protection of human rights on lo-
cal, national and international level; providing direct 
protection (legal and psychological) to victims of dif-
ferent human rights violations.

As a part of international Human Rights House 
Network, with the seat in Oslo, the House of Human 
Rights and Democracy is supported by the Kingdom 
of Norway and the City of Belgrade, which provided 



the building in Kneza Milosa Street 
no. 4 to be used by the House of Hu-
man Rights. The House of Human 
Rights was renovated using the fund-
ing of the Kingdom of Norway, and it 
has a specialized library for relevant 
fields, and it organizes different ac-
tivities, such as debates on current 
issues regarding human rights, pre-
sentations on researches and pub-
lications, etc. Numerous activities 
carried out by the House of Human 
Rights through cooperation with na-
tional and international civil society 
organizations and institutions, con-
tinued successfully in 2015 as well.

House of Human Rights has 
established good cooperation with 
the Commissioner for Protection 
of Equality, within the project Let 
equality become a reality, part of 
which was carried out as a work-
shop for the representatives of Na-
tional Minority Council with a topic 
“Role of National Minority Council 
in the fight against discrimination”. 
A two year project, successfully 
implemented with support of the 
Kingdom of Norway, has significant-
ly contributed to the fight against 
discrimination and improvement 
of equality in Serbia. Activities were 
carried out on a local level, in co-
operation with national councils of 
national minorities, youth organiza-
tions and civil society organizations 
dealing with youth in the area of ad-
ministrative districts Severnobacki, 
Pcinjski and Raski.

In November 2015, the initial 
meeting was held in regards to the 
project “Capacity building of the 
Ombudsman for initiation of legisla-
tive initiatives through cooperation 
with civil society” in the House of 
Human Rights, with participation 
of the Ombudsman and represen-

tatives of 19 organizations chosen 
at the competition organized by the 
Commission of the Ombudsman. 
At the meeting, the representatives 
signed agreements with the House 
of Human Rights and Democracy, 
undertaking to provide support to 
the Ombudsman in procedures for 
amending of the laws, in the form 
of legal analysis, during the course 
of the following 18 months.

During 2015, the House of Hu-
man Rights issued warnings, in the 
form of press releases, about po-
tential violations of human rights 
and slowing down of the process 
of democratization. In this respect, 
following releases were issued: on 
failure to comply with obligations 
which Serbia and Croatia have to-
wards the victims of the Storm; 
on initiation of the procedure for 
establishing responsibility and 
dismissal of ministers Bratislav 
Gasic, Nebojsa Stefanovic, Nikola 
Selakovic and Aleksandar Vulin; re-
markably low level of respect of hu-
man rights in the areas of freedom 
of speech and assembly, especially 
when it comes to marginalized 
and minority groups, and also the 
declaration of the President of Ser-
bia, Tomislav Nikolic, given on the 
International Holocaust Remem-
brance Day was condemned.

Releases of the House of Hu-
man Rights initiated the issue of 
reaction of the institutions of the 
Republic of Serbia regarding al-
legations of the investigative net-
work BIRN about the potential vio-
lation of public interest in the case 
of public procurement for pumping 
out water from Tamnava mine. The 
House of Human Rights responded 
to the incident at the Pride Parade 
demanding from the Government 

of the Republic of Serbia and all 
competent bodies to quit with 
the practice of violation of laws 
and deterioration of the institu-
tions and to provide democratic 
and civil control of all security 
services, including military ones. 
Reacting to closing of Serbian-
Croatian border in the middle of 
the migrant crisis, House of Human 
Rights Belgrade and House of Hu-
man Rights Zagreb issued a joint 
press release calling Governments 
of Serbia and Croatia to urgently 
abolish all of the measures of limi-
tation of freedom of movement 
of people and goods, to establish 
normal communication and solve 
issues by dialogue. Also, at that oc-
casion, all the governments of the 
countries of South East and East 
Europe were called to urgently es-
tablish cooperation and commu-
nication on a daily basis, in order 
to jointly provide help to refugees. 
The House of Human Rights issued 
the last press release in 2015, at the 
occasion of International Human 
Rights Day on December 10, warn-
ing that the trend of threatening 
human rights and destruction of 
democratic institutions in 2015 was 
continued.
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Official visit 
of interns of 
the Office 
for Human 
and Minority 
Rights to the 
House of Human 
Rights and 
Democracy

In February, the House of Human 
Rights and Democracy and YUCOM, 
in cooperation with the Office for Hu-
man and Minority Rights, were hosts 
to interns, whose visit was organized in 
cooperation with the Office for Human 
and Minority Rights. Attendees were 
greeted by Milan Antonijevic, director 
of YUCOM, who presented them with 
the activities and goals of member 
organizations of the House of Human 
Rights. Participants were given the op-
portunity to have a conversation with 
representatives from five organiza-
tions and to get acquainted with proj-
ects and current challenges related to 
promotion and protection of human 

rights. By asking questions about the 
activities of organizations in the House 
of Human Rights, interns participated 
in the dialogue and introduced pro-
gram of internship and their current 

activities to the hosts.

Cooperation 
with independ-
ent public in-
stitutions

Pursuant to current positive ex-
perience, in 2015, YUCOM contin-
ued with close cooperation with 
independent public institutions: 
Ombudsman, Commissioner for 
Protection of Equality and Com-
missioner for Information of Pub-
lic Importance and Personal Data 
Protection. A number of meetings 
were held with an aim of finding 
solutions to more efficient imple-
mentation of recommendations, 
improvement of rights of refu-
gees and respect of human rights 
in Serbia, especially right to free-
dom of assembly.

YUCOM was one of the organi-
zations pointing out to the fact that 
there is danger of abuse of mili-
tary and military security services 
which threatens the order and de-
velopment of democracy in Serbia, 
after the Ombudsman had raised 
criminal charges against mem-
bers of Military Security Agency 
(VBA) which participated in an in-
cident on the day of Pride Parade 
in Belgrade. The Ombudsman an-
nounced very disturbing data that 
VBA was carrying out unauthorized 
investigation, taking away record-
ings and finally illegally prevented 
the Ombudsman from doing his 
job. In that regard, competent state 
bodies were invited to demonstrate 
that they truly cared about the rule 
of law, and to urgently dismiss 
those who are responsible, to initi-
ate appropriate investigations and 
enable the Ombudsman to do his 
job. In June 2015, we participated 
in the conference “Regular Annual 
Report of the Ombudsman for 2014 
– Key Findings of the Ombudsman 
in the Eyes of Civil Society”. Coop-
eration with the Ombudsman was 
formalized, with support of the 
British Embassy in Serbia, through 
project “Capacity building of the 
Ombudsman for initiation of legisla-
tive initiatives through cooperation 
with civil society”, so that YUCOM 
can directly prepare analysis, pro-
vide recommendations and share 
its experience with this institution.

Close cooperation with the 
Ombudsman was continued also 
through consultative meetings. 
YUCOM participated at the annual 
conference on November 16, on 
the occasion of the International 
Day for Tolerance, “Serbia on the 
road of equality and tolerance: 
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Experiences of the Ombudsman”, 
which summarized the activities in 
the field of tolerance, fight against 
discrimination and protection of 
human rights in Serbia. Also, YU-
COM participated in development 
of indicators of efficiency of this 
institution within the project “Mil-
lennium Development Goals after 
2015”.

In 2015, YUCOM used the pos-
sibility of sending requests for ac-
cess to public data as a mechanism 
for maintaining transparency and 
responsibility of public bodies. 
The largest number of requests 
was submitted to courts and pros-
ecutors’ offices in order to obtain 
indictments for cases before the 
courts monitored by YUCOM. Sev-
eral requests were submitted to 
public companies with an aim of 
detecting unlawful payments of 
voluntary insurance of citizens, 
thus establishing close cooperation 
with the Commissioner for Infor-
mation of Public Importance and 
Personal Data Protection. YUCOM, 
alongside the Share Foundation, 
participated in drafting of com-
ments to the proposed Draft of the 
Law on Personal Data Protection, 
which had significant discrepan-
cies from the Model Law proposed 
by the Commissioner. Due to a 
short debate and aforementioned 
discrepancies, the impression was 
that the Draft was in favor of state 
bodies which would get the autho-
rization in certain situations to as-
sess whether they could process 
citizens’ data without their con-
sent, and sometimes even without 
their knowledge.

Cases of 
unlawful 
collection 
of voluntary 
insurance of 
citizens

The Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights initiated the issue 
of unlawful collection of voluntary 
insurance of passengers calculated 
in the price of bus ticket, by Bel-
grade Bus Station (BAS), and col-
lection of voluntary insurance of 
private property by increasing bills 
for utility services of the City Pub-
lic Company Infostan. Utility bills 
for Septembers were increased 
for the amount of voluntary insur-
ance of 200 RSD in Belgrade, with-
out prior consent for concluding 
an agreement on voluntary insur-
ance, meaning without any legal 
grounds. Also, BAS was charging 

voluntary insurance of 30.00 RSD 
per passenger when selling bus 
tickets. Aforementioned insurance 
was classified as voluntary, but bus 
ticket buyers were not informed of 
its non-obligatory nature, nor did 
they give their consent to it. Stated 
amount was collected automatical-
ly alongside with the price of each 
ticket, so that the increased price 
was presented as the ticket price to 
the passengers. The Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights strongly 
condemned these abuses by PC 
Infostan and Belgrade Bus Station 
and requested for urgent dismissal 
of this practice. YUCOM filed re-
quests to access public data to PC 
Infostan and Belgrade Bus Station, 
asking for documentation based 
on which voluntary insurance was 
agreed and collection of payments 
was performed.

Replying to these requests, 
PC Infostan denied submitting the 
documents before receiving con-
sent of another contracting party 
– Generali osiguranje Srbija a.d.o., 
given that pursuant to their agree-
ment, documents constitute confi-
dential information. Due to the fact 
that information related to citizens 
who have the right to access this 
information cannot be regarded as 
confidential, we filed a complaint 
to the Commissioner for Informa-
tion of Public Importance and 
Personal Data Protection, which 
resulted in bringing the Decision 
binding PC Infostan to submit re-
quested information about volun-
tary insurance shown as a separate 
cost in PC Infostan’s bills for Sep-
tember to the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Human Rights, without delay, 
within 5 days upon receiving the 
Decision. After PC Infostan submit-
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31 “Annual Report on the Monitor-
ing of Treatment of Refugees 
and Migrants, Ombudsman of the 
Republic of Serbia”, available 
at: http://ombudsman.npm.rs/at-
tachments/600_Izvestaj%20NPM%20
azil%202015.pdf

ted requested documents, flagrant 
violation of current regulations 
with respect to the way of con-
tracting services of voluntary insur-
ance, was established. As a result 
of YUCOM activities, the contract 
between PC Infostan and Generali 
osiguranje Srbija a.d.o. was termi-
nated. On the other hand, thanks 
to prompt reaction of the Commis-
sioner for Information of Public Im-
portance and Personal Data Protec-
tion, disputable bills were annulled 
and citizens were issued new bills 
without increased amount for vol-
untary insurance.

In the case of Belgrade Bus 
Station, response to the request 
to access public data was never 
received. Although by the end of 
2015, the decision of the Commis-
sioner for Information of Public Im-
portance and Personal Data Protec-
tion upon complaint of YUCOM was 
not received, results are visible, 
passengers are no longer charged 
for voluntary insurance without 
their prior consent.

National 
Preventive 
Mechanism 
(NPM)

During 2015, operating through 
National Mechanism for Prevention 
of Torture, YUCOM visited variety of 
places where persons deprived of 
liberty are or could be found. After 
these visits, YUCOM lawyers and at-
torneys participated in drafting of 
the reports and recommendations 
for elimination of deficiencies and 
irregularities in work of public of-

ficials, which led or might have led 
to cases of torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment.

YUCOM’s attorney who fol-
lows compliance with standards 
in detention units, visited Deten-
tion unit of the County Prison in 
Belgrade, on August 20, 2015. Dur-
ing the visit, it was noted that the 
conditions in which detainees were 
held, had improved in comparison 
to previous two years, which most-
ly referred to the conditions for vis-
its of detainees’’ spouses.

In cooperation with Belgrade 
Centre for Human Rights, within 
the National Preventive Mechanism, 
YUCOM lawyers monitored the 
treatment of migrants and visited 
multiple police stations, stations of 
border police and centers for asy-
lum in Presevo, Dimitrovgrad, Som-
bor, Kanjiza, Tutin, Sjenica, Kikinda, 
etc. At those occasions, NPM made 
certain recommendations which are 
a part of the Annual Report on the 
Monitoring of Treatment of Refu-
gees and Migrants in 2015.31

National 
Convention on 
the European 
Union – 
Chapter 23

Negotiations of the Republic of 
Serbia with the European Union 

started on January 21, 2014 at the 
Intergovernmental Conference in 
Brussels, when the process of har-
monization of the legislation with 
the European Union acquis, divid-
ed into 35 chapters, commenced. 
Chapter 23 – Judiciary and funda-
mental rights and Chapter 24 – Jus-
tice, freedom and security, relate 
to the field which needs to be pre-
cisely defined in order to achieve 
standards set high, so these chap-
ters are the first ones to open and 
the last ones to close.

What is the role of the civil so-
ciety in this process? Following the 
model taken from Slovakia, which 
has been functioning since 2001, 
National Convention on the Euro-
pean Union was established, as a 
permanent body for thematically 
structured debate on the upcoming 
accession of Serbia to the Europe-
an Union among the public admin-
istration representatives, political 
parties, non-governmental organi-
zations, experts, commerce, unions 
and professional organizations.

By opening of the EU accession 
negotiations, the Convention rep-
resents a special platform which is 
supposed to enable:
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32 Internet presentation of the 
National Convention on the 
European Union; available at: 
http://eukonvent.org/o-nacional-
nom-konventu/.

33 Further in the text – NCEU.

34 Detailed list of organizations 
available at: http://eukonvent.
org/pravosude-i-osnovna-prava/. 

35 Reports from sessions available 
at: http://eukonvent.org/radna-
grupa-12/. 

• Regular consultations of bod-

ies, authorities and institu-
tions of the Republic of Serbia 
with stakeholders: civil society, 
local governments and repre-
sentatives of commerce in the 
process of negotiations and 
their different stages,

• Defining recommendations 

and opinions on negotiation 

position of Serbia, as well as 

following compliance with 

the criteria and conditions for 

membership in different sec-

tors in negotiation chapters,

• Transparent and open dia-

logue during analytic review 

(screening), preparation of 

negotiation positions, nego-

tiations, and during monitor-

ing of enforcement of reforms 

and obligations taken over in 

the negotiations process,

• Better quality of information 

provided to the public about 

the process of accession, nego-

tiations and consequences (ob-

ligations of different groups, 

economy, citizens, etc.)32

It should be especially noted 
that, during drafting of the legal and 
strategic documents prescribed by 
the Government of the Republic of 
Serbia, this model relies on the prin-
ciple of obligatory consultations with 
civil society, Government and its 
bodies in charge of the EU accession 
(Negotiating team, Negotiating work-
ing groups). Ground for application 
of this principle lies in the Declara-
tion of the Committee of Ministers of 
Council of Europe on Code of Good 
Practice for Civil Participation in the 
Decision-Making Process.

The Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights coordinates the 

work of the Working Group of the 
National Convention on the EU33 
for Chapter 23, comprised of 50 
non-governmental organizations.34 
Chapter 23 contains distinctly di-
vided parts – judiciary, fight against 
corruption and fundamental rights. 
This year was marked by the pro-
cesses of consultation of Negotiat-
ing group with NCEU for Chapter 
23 with an aim of adopting the fi-
nal version of the Action Plan for 
Chapter 23. Each of the versions of 
the Action Plan had been delivered 
to the members of the Working 
group for comments which were 
later discussed. Besides concrete 
suggestions and recommenda-
tions from regular sessions held 
in the National Assembly, impor-
tance of the NCEU in the process of 
control of work of the Negotiating 
group is constantly emphasized. 
Work of the NCEU was presented in 
Nis and Sjenica.

On October 25, 2015, the Eu-
ropean Commission gave a posi-
tive opinion on the Draft of the 
Action Plan for Chapter 23, which 
defines measures and deadlines 
for reforms which Serbia intends to 
respect in these areas with an aim 
of harmonization and standard-
ization with the EU acquis. At the 
end of October, preparation of the 
negotiation positions for Chapters 
23 and 24 initiated, whereas the 
document “Action Plan for Chapter 
23” is before the Council of the EU 
Working Party on Enlargement and 
Countries Negotiating Accession 
to the Union (COELA). Opening of 
these chapters is expected in the 
second quarter of 2016.

Sessions of the Working group 
of the NCEU for Chapter 23 were 
held on:

• July 15, 2015 – session dedi-
cated to improvement of the 
Action Plan for Chapter 23;

• September 3, 2015 – session 
dedicated to the independence 
of the public prosecution and 
necessity of amending the 
Law on the State Prosecutors’ 
Council and Law on High Court 
Council;

• October 28, 2015 – working 
session regarding finalization 
of the preparation for opening 
of negotiations for Chapter 23;

• December 25, 2015 – working 
session regarding Draft of the 
National Strategy for the Pros-
ecution of War Crimes.35
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36 Detailed report on Serbian 
Chairmanship in OSCE available 
at:http://helsinki.org.rs/doc/
Self-evaluation%20report.pdf 

Monitoring 
of Serbian 
Chairmanship in 
Organization 
for Security 
and Co-
operation in 
Europe (OSCE)

The Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights is involved in the 
monitoring of Serbian Chairman-
ship in OSCE, regarding human di-
mension of OSCE, with the goal to 
provide active contribution to pro-
motion of civil security of citizens 
of Serbia. Human dimension re-
fers to the broader view of security 
within OSCE, which includes pro-
tection and promotion of human 
rights and democratic norms.

YUCOM was among the first five 
non-governmental organizations 
chosen to participate at OSCE Par-
allel Civil Society Conference. Prob-
lems encountered by Serbia in this 
domain and which requested spe-
cial attention during Chairmanship 

were presented during conference.

During discussion, following 
questions were singled out as key 
issues for non-governmental sec-
tor: discrimination; protection of 
human rights defenders, especially 
defenders of LGBT population; po-
sition of national minorities, as 
well as freedom of media and free-
dom of expression.

For that reason, YUCOM signed 
Memorandum of Cooperation with 
Helsinki Committee for Human 
Rights, Public Policy Research Cen-
tre, Humanitarian Law Center, and 
Forum for Ethnic Relations, defining 
mutual functioning during Serbian 
Chairmanship in OSCE, including 
reporting on areas chosen for self-as-
sessment of compliance with OSCE 
recommendations in Serbia. These 
organizations committed themselves 
to constant and thorough monitor-
ing of key areas and advocating for 
improvements thereof during 2015.

The scope of this wider net-
work was to influence solving of 
the issues identified as priorities 
during Chairmanship, through co-
operation with national structures 
and OSCE within Chairmanship, 
and to use the opportunity provid-
ed by Chairmanship in order to ap-
ply obligations stemming from hu-
man dimension of OSCE in Serbia. 
Members of the coalition, promi-
nent non-governmental organiza-
tions in Serbia, have contributed, 
this way, to the process of self-as-
sessment of the enforcement of all 
the obligations and recommenda-
tions which Serbia has to fulfill and 
comply with in this process.36

Membership 
in European 
Association of 
Lawyers 
for Democracy 
and World 
Human Rights 
(ELDH) network

At the meeting of Executive Board 
of European Association of Law-
yers for Democracy and World 
Human Rights (ELDH), held on Oc-
tober 18, 2015 in Madrid, YUCOM 
was granted a full membership in 
this network. ELDH is an associa-
tion of legal organizations from 18 
states fighting for the protection of 
human rights throughout Europe. 
Members of ELDH network jointly 
promote and fight for:

– human rights and civil liberties

– social and economic rights

– democratic values

– rights of refugees and migrants

– right to development to all coun-
tries of the world
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– peace

– gender equality

– minority rights

– right of nations to self-determi-
nation

– prosecution of perpetrators of 
war crimes and human rights 
violations

Within mutual activities of its mem-
bers, ELDH fights against dictator-
ships, repression among citizens, 
discrimination, war and human 
rights abuses. YUCOM was a host 
of the annual ELDH conference 
“Human Rights and Democracy in 
the context of EU Enlargement – 
Western Balkan perspectives”, held 
on June 6, 2014 in Belgrade, after 
which YUCOM was invited to join 
this Pan-European network.

Membership in 
ESCR-Net

During 2015, the Lawyers’ Com-
mittee for Human Rights became a 
member of ESCR-net, international 
network for economic, social and 
cultural rights. Network gathers 
over 270 non-governmental organi-
zations, social movements and in-
dividuals, fighting throughout the 
world for improvement of exercis-
ing of economic, social and cultural 
rights worldwide.

Mission of ESCR-Net is to sup-
port collective and strategic efforts 
aiming towards exercising of eco-
nomic, social and cultural rights, 
strengthen international standards 

and accountability mechanisms 
in this field, as well as to improve 
knowledge of other non-govern-
mental organizations, movements 
and individuals about these rights. 
ESCR-Net operates through global 
campaign for ratification of Option-
al Protocol to the Covenant on Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Rights; 
strategic representation in cases 
of human rights abuses; monitor-
ing of public policies in the field 
of economic and social rights, and 
through networking with other ac-
tors/stakeholders in this field.

Lawyers’ Committee for Hu-
man Rights – YUCOM is a part of 
the NGO Coalition for the Optional 
Protocol to the Covenant on Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Rights, 
coordinated by ESCR-Net, where-
as involvement in other working 
groups is planned as well, espe-
cially these related to strategic rep-
resentation in the field of human 
rights and protection of human 
rights defenders.

Exchange of experiences and 
participation in work of working 
groups of this network will improve 
capacities of YUCOM for dealing 
with economic, social and cultural 
rights and help in preparation of 
new programs and approaches in 
the fight for improvement of the 
rights which are usually subject 
matter of abuses and the citizens 
have most frequently contacted us 
about in recent years.

Internship 
program

From the days of its founda-
tion, the Lawyers’ Committee for 

Human Rights has had an intern-
ship program for students and 
young activists from Serbia and 
abroad. Throughout the intern-
ship, interns are acquainted with 
the work in this non-governmental 
organization, though the program 
of providing free legal aid and work 
on project activities and research.

During 2015, YUCOM had the 
following interns: Lena Hoffman, 
student of Nelson Mandela School 
in Berlin, Stefanija Savic, who 
holds BA degree in political scienc-
es and is a law student at the Uni-
versity of Ottawa, Natasha Rivera 

Cordero, student at the depart-
ment of international studies with 
the focus on international relations 
and political anthropology at the 
University of North Florida and 
Jana Todorovic, student of law at 
the University Panthéon – Assas in 
Paris. Carmen Cox, student of the 
Duke University, completed her in-
ternship in YUCOM within the Duke 
engage program.

Internship program alumni 
from Serbia in 2015 were Jovana 

Spaic, the Bachelor of Laws, Stefan 

Stefanovic, the Bachelor of Laws 
and a student of master studies 
in Public International law, Alek-

sandra Stojanov, a senior year 
student of law at the University of 
Belgrade, Faculty of Law, Ognjen 

Todorovic, student of law at the 
Univesity Union, Faculty of Law, 
Luka Jovanovic, the Bachelor of 
Laws, Djordje Vukovic, student of 
psychology at the Faculty of Media 
and Communications and Ksenija 

Tomovic, the Bachelor of Laws and 
a student of master studies in Ecol-

ogy law. 
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